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Résumé

Mars Express, la première mission planétaire dirigée par l'Agence Spatiale Européenne
(ESA) a été lancée avec succès en décembre 2003. MARSIS,leradar embarqué à bord de
Mars Express (MEX) sonde l'atmosphère de Mars grâce au modeionosonde. Il fournit
les ionogrammes à partir desquels les informations de la ionosphère peuvent être dérivées.
Cependant, du signal enregistré aux paramètres physiques dérivés, il y a un problème
complexe d'inversion qui dépend du modèle de réfraction moyen. De plus le mode d'anal-
yse actuel n'utilise pas toute la richesse des données. Le projet proposé ici concerne le
développement d'un nouvel outil d'analyse basé sur une nouvelle approche du problème
d'inversion. Nous voulons développer un nouveau modèle numérique de la ionosphère mag-
nétique qui sera inclus dans le nouvel outil d'analyse. Le problème d'inversion ne sera pas
attaqué directement, mais la rétroaction entre la simulation de la réfraction et le paramètre
de contrôle de l'atmosphère et de l'ionosphère permettra d'obtenir les paramètres d'intérêt.
Donc, le projet propose de développer un module innovant d'analyse qui pourra être inclus
aux outils de traitement des données des ionosondes développées à l'ESTEC.

Tout d'abord une introduction générale de l'environnement de Mars, de la structure de
la ionosphère et des opérations de sondage sont exposées. Ensuite on présente brièvement
une description de Mars Express et des instruments à bord. Les étapes de la construction du
nouveau modèle et de ses résultats correspondant sont discutés en détail. Les boucles sont
testées et ajustées avec les données Viking et MARSIS, validant les résultats. Finalement,
la conclusion et les directions possibles pour la suite du travail sont expliquées.

Abstract

Mars Express, the �rst planetary mission being conducted by European Space Agency
(ESA) has successfully launched in December 2003. MARSIS is a radar on board Mars
Express (MEX) which probes the atmosphere of Mars when working in ionosonde mode.
It provides ionograms from which information on the ionosphere can be derived. However,
from the recorded signal to the physical parameters which are derived, there is a complex
inversion problem which is dependent on the model of the refractive medium, and the
present analysis mode does not use the richness of the data. The project which is proposed
here deals with the development of a new analysis tool based on a new approach of the
inverse problem. We want to develop a numerical model of the magnetized ionosphere which
will be included in the new analysis tool. The inverse problem will not be tackled directly,
but the feedback between the simulation of the refraction and the control parameter on
the atmosphere and the ionosphere will allow deriving the parameters of interest.Thus, the
project was proposed to develop an innovative analysis module which will be included to
the processing tool for ionosonde data developed at ESTEC.

This report �rst gives a general introduction of Martian atmosphere environment, iono-
sphere structure and sounding operation. Then the short description of Mars Express and
instruments on board is presented. The steps of building the new model and its corre-
sponding results are discussed in detail. The loops are tested and �tted with Viking data
and MARSIS data which proved to be validity. Finally, the conclusion and future work
direction are also explained in the last.
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1 Introduction

As one of most attractive Earth-like planetary, human beings have never stopped the desire
of detecting and understanding the mysteries Red Planet, Mars. In the recent 40 years,
people showed much more interest of studying the form of Martian atmospheres and surface
to see if there is a sign of life. Unfortunately there have not been many orbiter mission
landed in this planet to conduct investigations including the ionospheric research.

Mars Express, the �rst European mission carried a radar instrument `Mars Advanced
Radar for Subsurface and Ionosphere Sounding' is responsible for dedicating to the inves-
tigation of the Martian ionosphere. Mars Express was launched on 2nd, 2003 successfully.
The main spacecraft established the communication with the earth ground station and
started performing measurement after an almost 7 month cruise. The mission was built
initial aimed to �nding the water ice under the surface of the Mars and at the same
time the secondary mission objective could be ful�lled due to some minor changes of the
spacecraft design. With a special operation mode active ionospheric sounding (AIS) taken
by MARSIS instrument, the ionosphere research could be processed and the ionosphere
concentration can be examined

This thesis is a contiguous work of Johannes Bauer who �rst designed a visualization
tool for the �rst released datasets from MARSIS in 2008. In his work, a tool called
MARSIS Active Ionospheric Sounding Data Analysis Tool (MAISDAT) has been designed
for completing the shape of ionograms which are a set of graphs displaying the echo delay
as a function of frequency from ionospheric pro�les on Mars. Although an ionogram holds
information of all ionospheric layers with an electron concentration with respect to the
sounding frequencies, we are more interested in investigating the electron concentration
pro�le as a function of true altitude. From the electron concentration pro�le we can
obtain the information of the neutral atmosphere, for example, the species concentration,
the temperature variation,etc.Due to the a complex inversion problem while deriving the
physical paramters, the development of a new analysis tool based on a numerical model of
the magnetize ionosphere model is proposed.

However, because of the time limitation, he hasn't designed a proper ionosphere model
for this work. Thus in my work, a contiguous work of MAISDAT has been further developed
to improve the MAISDAT tool.

Chapter 2 gives an introduction of Martian atmosphere environment, ionosphere struc-
ture, and the sounding operation taken by MARSIS.

Chapter 3 �rst describes the overview of the new ionosphere model, then explains each
steps and presents the corresponding results.

Chapter 4 discusses the test of the �tting algorithm and the results are analysed and
studied.

Chapter 5 presents the validation of �tting with the Viking data and the MARSIS data
to study the result.

The last chapter provides a short summary of the accomplished work and gives a
direction of the future work.
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2 The general environment of Mars

2.1 The Martian atmosphere

Mars has a relatively thin atmosphere mainly composed of carbon dioxide (CO2, 95.32%)
and nitrogen (N2, 3%).The surface pressure of Mars is only 0.7% of the average sea level
pressure on the Earth's surface. The temperature varies from 147K to 300K. Also,Mars
shares a few similar characteristic with the Earth.

2.1.1 The atmosphere pro�le of the Mars

Figure 1: The Vertical pro�le of the neutral atmosphere

The upper atmosphere is mainly composed of CO2 up to 200km and higher altitudes,
atomic oxygen dominates the outer atmosphere. There are also some other species that
play an important role in the upper atmosphere: nitrogen (N2); oxygen (O2) and carbon
monoxide(CO).

Fig.1 gives an overview of the concentrations of di�erent altitudes and the vertical
pro�le of the temperature.

As Mars does not have core magnetosphere which help to stop the solar wind, the
solar wind interacts with upper atmosphere and ionosphere directly. This results in a
penetration of solar wind into the ionosphere.

The temperature changes from 100K at lower solar activity and approximate 200K at
higher solar activity.The lowest temperature is observed around 140km. Above 200km, the
temperature can be considered constant. [1]

Gravity �eld provokes the separation of the various atmospheric components with re-
spect to their mass which results in lighter species dominating the higher altitudes. Fol-
lowing this principle, the lighter hydrogen atom becomes the main species in the exosphere
above 600km. The relative heavier oxygen atom, become the preponderant species between
200km and 600km. While the nitrogen molecule and oxygen molecule, which have a larger
molecular mass concentrate below 200 km
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2.1.2 The structure of atmosphere:hydrostatic equilibrium equation

The upper atmosphere can be considered as in di�usive equilibrium. This leads to a
hydrostatic equilibrium at high altitude which imposes a seperation between the di�erent
species, depending on atomic mass.

The pro�le for the species can be derived from Barometric law[2] :

dP

dz
= −Nmg (1)

Where the P is the pressure and N is the number of the particles, m is the mass and
g is the acceleration of gravity.

From eq.1, we can see that the variation of thermal energy is compensated by a variation
of gravitational energy. The pressure varies mainly with the altitude z . We assume the
temperature T is independent of the altitude z, Then we can derive the equation for the
concentration N for each species:

1

Nn

dN

dz
= − mn

kbTn
g(z) (2)

We introduce the scale height fot the species n:

1

Hn
= − 1

nn

dnn

dz
= − 1

pn

dpn
dz

=
Mng(z)

kbTn
(3)

If g does not vary signi�cantly along the scale height, H represents the distance over
the concentration or pressure decreases by a factor of e.

Assuming g is uniform, then the Eq.2 can be simply integrated to give:

Nn(z) = N0
n(z0)exp

(
−z − z0

Hn

)
(4)

Where z0is the reference altitude, N
0
nis the concentration at the reference level.

We clearly see that any constituent concentration pro�le is contained by two parameters:
the concentration at reference altitude and the temperature of the atmosphere. These tow
parameters are regarded as control parameters which generate the atmosphere pro�le.

2.2 The ionosphere structure

The Martian ionosphere is the ionized layer of the atmosphere. The di�erent neutral species
can be ionized through two major sources:solar radiation and chemical reactions[3]

Figure 2: The two major sources of ions production in the new model

This results in a complex medium which can be summarized by �g.3
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Figure 3: The chemical reactions combined with photoionization process

In reality, ions production from solar radiation can be divided into two parts: one is
the photoionization process due to the solar EUV radiation; the other is ionizing collisions
on the neutral atmosphere of protons or electrons. in the present model, only photons are
taken into account.

Fig.3 describes the two processes: photoionization and chemical reactions, six neutral
species occupy the position of a large circle, representing the main neutral particles in the
upper atmosphere and it can be transformed into ions by the photoionization process. The
chemical reactions take place between the six ions and neutral particles. The chemical
reaction process combined with photoionization process will at last reach an equilibrium.

2.2.1 Photoionization mechanism

The sun emits EUV radiation from the chromosphere. The neutral atmosphere absorbs
the energy coming from this radiation, which results in ionization of neutral molecules and
atoms. The �ux from the sun is absorbed by the neutrals as it penetrates at the top of
atmosphere, along a straight line until the �ux is completely absorbed. The absorption
cross section of di�erent species varies over the entire EUV spectrum.On a distance ds
along the line of sight, the variation of �ux at given wavelength can be written according
to Beer�Lambert law: [4]

dI(s, λ) = −σa(λ) �Nn(z) � I(s, λ)ds (5)

where
s is the distance from the top of the atmosphere along the line of sight
σa(λ)is the absorption cross section at wavelength λ
I(s, λ)ds is the density of the solar �ux
The total �ux is the sum of contribution of each neutral constituent. Eq.5 can be

integrated if a relationship between the altitude z and the travelling distance s along the
line of sight can be established. To formulate the relationship, the solar zenith angle χ is
introduced. The solar zenith angleχ represents the angle between the local vertical and
the direction toward the Sun.
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Figure 4: In�nitesimal element dz with respect to solar zenith angleχ in a curved Earth
surface.(Credits: AMAYA)

The planet surface can be assumed as �at. With this case we can obtain

ds = − dz

cosχ
(6)

which leads to

s = −Z − Ztop

cosχ
(7)

Where Ztop is the altitude at the top of the atmosphere

Figure 5: Assume the earth is �at, the relation between the z and s represented by angle
χ (Credits: AMAYA)

Then we can replace s by z in eq.5 , after integration we get

I(z, λ) = I∞(λ) � e−τ (8)

Where the I∞(λ)is the intensity �ux at the top of the atmosphere,τ is the optical depth
and is given by

τ = σa

ˆ
Nn(s)ds (9)
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The physical meaning of τ is that it characterizes the power of a solar �ux radiation at
a given altitude. We may consider whenτ = 1 , the solar radiation is completely absorbed.
The production of the species i is given by the expression

Pi(z, λ) = σi(λ) �Nn(z) � I(z, λ) (10)

Whereσi(λ) is the ionization cross section at the wavelength λ
Nn(z) is the neutral specie concentration
I(z, λ) is the solar �ux at the wavelength λ

2.2.2 Chemical scheme

Fig.3 shows the chemical scheme for the main species on Mars and table.1 shows the corre-
sponding chemical interactions that preview.The chemical reactions between the charged
particles and electrons push the whole system to keep an equilibrium. In the lower part
of ionosphere, where the neutral species from the atmosphere are dominant chemical re-
actions take place almost instantaneously and the ions are transformed into other ionized
species or neutrals.

No Chemical Reaction The reaction rate expression
(m3/s)

1 O+ e → O+O k1 = 1.6.10−13( 300Tn )
0.55

2 O+
2 +N2 → NO+ +NO k2 = 5.10−22

3 CO+
2 +O → O+

2 +CO k3 = 1.64.10−16

4 CO+
2 +O → O+ +CO2 k4 = 9.6.10−17

5 CO+
2 +O2 → O+

2 +CO2 k5 = 6.4.10−17

6 CO+
2 + e → O+CO k6 = 1.14.10−10/Tn;

7 CO+
2 +H → CHO+ +O k7 = 5.10−16

8 CO+
2 +H → CO2 +H+ k8 = 10−16

9 N+
2 +O → O+ +N2 k9 = 9.8.10−18

10 N+
2 +CO2 → CO+

2 +N2 k10 = 8.10−16

11 N+
2 +CO2 → CO+

2 +N2 k11 = 1.72.10−15/Tn0.44

12 N+
2 + e → N+N k12 = 1.66.10−12/te0.39

13 O+ +CO2 → O+
2 +CO k13 = 10−15

14 O+ +N2 → NO+ +N k14 = 1.2.10−18 � 300/Tn

15 O+ +H → H+ +O k15 = 2.5.10−17
√
Tn+ t2

16

16 O+ +O2 → O+
2 +O k16 = 2.10−17

√
( 300Tn )

17 O+ + e → O k17 = 3.7.10−18( 250te )0.7

18 H+ + e → H k18 = 4.8.10−18( 250te )0.7

19 H+ +O → O+ +H k19 = 2.2.10−17
√

(t1+Tn
16 )

20 NO+ + e → O+N k17 = 5.36.10−11/te0.85;

Table 1: The chemical interactions used in new model

The chemical reaction rate can be written in a general form:
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k = kAB [B] (11)

or

k = kAB [A] (12)

They represent the reactoin rate of reactant A and B respectively.
We de�ne the parameter r as the production rate which describes the conversion ratio

of the reactants into products. The most common model used for representing the reaction
rate of bimolecular reactions is given by

r = kAB [A][B] (13)

kAB represents the reaction constant given by m3/s. The value kAB is positive for the
mass gain and negative for the mass loss.

As can be seen from table 1, the reaction rate depends on the temperature.
The variatoin rate δns

δt of the species can be written as

δns

δt
= ps + Cs (14)

WherePs is the source term corresponding to the production of species s by photoion-
ization and Cs is the chemical source term ( can be positive or negative).

For any given species , the overall chemical source terms is given by

Cs = −
∑
i

kisnins +
∑
i,j 6=s

kijninj (15)

The �rst term corresponds to chemical losses while the second term corresponds to
chemical production with reaction species i and j .

2.2.3 Transport process

The chemistry dominate in the lower part of the ionosphere (<180km) and thus the pho-
tochemical model is approximate to describe this region. However, for the upper region,
the transport has a signi�cant contribution, thus continuity equation must be used:

∂u

∂t
+

∂(nu)

∂z
= ps − Lsns (16)

The equation can be expended:

∂u

∂t
+ u

∂n

∂z
+ n

∂u

∂z
= ps − Lsns (17)

In order to get an e�cient algorithm we assume that the velocity is constant in the
region of interest. This is true when induced magnetic �eld is present and in this case the
velocity is negative. If we impose U to be constant we get a new equation:

∂u

∂t
+ u∂n = ps − Lsns (18)
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Figure 6: The working principle of the ionospheric sounding process. (Credits: Gurnett)

2.3 The ionospheric sounding operation

The basic method of ionospheric sounding is demonstrated in a simple term as the following
way:

A transmitter sends a radio wave from through antenna in the direction of the iono-
sphere with a frequency f . This wave penetrates the ionopheric plasma, which is charac-
terized by a refractive index expression:

N2 = 1− ω2

ω2
p

(19)

Until it reaches the layer the signal frequency equals the local plasma frequency, the
refractive index become zero. It is then re�ected come back to the antenna where the
receiver allows to measure. The measurements are the time delay between the emission
and the reception of the echo. This step is repeated for a set of frequencies. The whole
results with their corresponding frequencies shows the time delay with respect to frequency
is called ionogram[5].

The �g.6 gives an example of such a ionogram with sounding frequency in x axis and
the time delay ∆t of echo in reverse y direction. The transmitter and receiver are above the
ionosphere. The top �gure in the panel displays the corresponding ionospheric sounding
pro�le which the ionogram in the bottom panel results from.

In the lower frequency, the spike represents the excitation of electrostatic electron
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plasma oscillation occurs when the sounder transmits at the local plasma frequency. Mov-
ing through the higher frequency, the time delay smoothly increases from initial zero mil-
lisecond. This part of response trace is re�ected in ionosphere by sounding waves. After
this period the time dramatically raises to the maximum value which due to the decrease
slop of the concentration. When the frequency increase just above the maximum frequency,
a cusp feature shows the point where the frequency is high enough to cross the ionospheric
layer down to the ground. The further delay, corresponding to the higher frequency, due
to the surface re�ection of Mars.

2.4 The Ionosphere Sounding of Mars with MARSIS

2.4.1 Mars Express

Mars Express is a space exploration mission which was successfully launched by European
Space Agency (ESA) on the 2nd, June, 2003. It is the agency's �rst planetary mission
used for exploration of Mars .It consists of two parts, the Mars Express Orbiter and the
Beagle 2 Lander. After a 7 months cruise, the main spacecraft mission successfully started
performing measurements in early 2004. Unfortunately, the Beagle 2, which was aimed to
land in Isidis Planitia was announced as lost as it failed to land safely on Mars. The Mars
Express orbital elements are shown in Table 2.[6]

Orbital elements
Eccentricity 0.943
Inclination 86.3
Apoapsis 10107km
Periapsis 298km

Orbital period 6.76 hr

Table 2: the orbital parameters of Mars Express

It can be seen from table 1 that Mars Express's orbit has a highly elliptical polar orbit
with a period of around 6.75 hours.

The mission carries 7 instruments to pursue the scienti�c objectives such as atmospheric
composition mapping, subsurface structure studying, mineralogical mapping, the interac-
tion between the atmosphere and the subsurface, etc. A description of each instrument is
listed in table 3.

10



OMEGA Visible and Infrared Mineralogial Mapping

Spectrometer

Study the mineral composition of the surface and the structure
of Mars atmosphere

SPICAM Ultraviolet and Infrared Atmospheric Spectrometer

Research on atmospheric science,ozone and water pro�le
MARSIS Mars Advanced Radar for Subsurface and Ionosphere

Sounding

Map the distribution of liquid and solid water in the upper crust
of Mars. Subsurface structure probing, surface characterization
and ionosphere sounding.

PFS Planetary Fourier Spectrometer

Atmospheric temperature and pressure study.
surface-atmosphere interaction, mineralogical composition

ASPERA Analyzer of Space Plasmas and Energetic Ions

Study the upper side atmosphere, the interaction with the solar
wind and the interplanetary medium.

HRSC High Resolution Stereo Camera

Obtain high resolution color images of the surface of Mars
MaRS Mars Radio Science Experiment

Study the vertical density, pressure and temperature pro�les by
radio occultation. Atmospheres and gravity of Mars.

Table 3: The instruments on board the Mars Express

Figure 7: The Mars Express

2.4.2 The MARSIS instrument

As introduced above, the Mars Advanced Radar for Subsurface and Ionosphere Sounding
(MARSIS) instrument is one of the seven instruments carried by the Mars Express mission.
The primary scienti�c objective for MARSIS is to map the solid water in the upper layer of
the crust of Mars. In addition, three secondary purposes are de�ned for MARSIS as well.
They are subsurface probing, ionosphere sounding and characterization of the surface.
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MARISIS is a low-frequency, pulse-limited radar sounder. It implements the objectives
described above through three main subsystems: The Antenna subsystem (AS), the Radio
Frequency subsystem (RFS) and the Digital Electronics Subsystem (RFS)

The AS consists of two parts: the primary dipole antenna is used as sounder transmit-
ting and receiving radio pulses while a second monopole antenna is used as a surface-clutter
echo collector. The Radio Frequency Subsystem (RFS) consists of one transmission channel
and two receiving channels for the monopole and the dipole antennas.

The Digital Electronics Subsystem (DES) is mainly designed for signal generation data
processing, timing and control system.

2.4.3 MARSIS ionospheric sounding operation

After the orbital insertion on Mars, the six instruments of the spacecraft performed the
testing and calibration of each experiment on June 2004, except for the MARSIS radar
antennas. The delay was due to a risk of spacecraft damaging. It was decided to start its
testing after achieving the primary results from the other six instruments. Finally, In June
2005, the MARSIS was successfully starting its scienti�c operation and was able to collect
data.

MARSIS performs both active and passive sounding. In active mode, a series of si-
nusoidal pulses are transmitted in 160 frequency steps from 0.1MHz to 5.4 MHz. The
corresponding intensity of the re�ected radar echoes are measured as a function of the de-
lay. In the passive mode, thermal emission technique is employed to make measurements
of the local plasma frequency. Combining with these two modes, a vertical pro�le of the
electron concentration can be determined.

These operations modes only work below 1200km of the Martian surface. Therefore,
MARISIS records data when it travels nearby the periapsis and send the data to earth
during its transit around the apoapsis.

2.4.4 An overview of MARSIS Active Ionospheric Sounding Data Analysis

Tool

To analyze the data measured by MARSIS, a visualization and analysis software tool has
been designed by Johannes Bauer in 2008. The primary objective of the software is to
visualize the �rst released datasets from MARSIS.

The MARSIS Active Ionospheric Sounding Data Analysis Tool (MAISDAT) has been
developed in MATLAB. The function of this software tool is to complete the shape of iono-
grams, which are a set of graphs displaying the echo delay as a function of frequency from
ionospheric pro�les on Mars. It helps us to better understand the electron concentration
pro�le.

The inputs of an ionosphere model are a set of electron density-altitude pairs, the
spacecraft altitude and a series of frequencies . The output is the time delay for the round
trip corresponding to the probing frequencies. The simulation was intensively tested by
a set of di�erent models. The �rst simple model was tested using a Chapman function,
which is a pure mathematical model rather than a physical model. And now is known to
be accurate only in the lower part.

2.4.5 Limitations and additional development in MAISDAT

In the MAISDAT tool, the electron concentration pro�les can be obtained by two methods.
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The �rst one is called 'reduction of ionogram', which aim to invert the time-delay and
group-velocity equation. But this method cannot be applied for any complex ionospheric
structures, and it also has problems representing the ionogram at low frequencies.

In order to avoid these problems, the second algorithm, employs a new physics based
ionospheric model .This method �ts the simulation result from an ionogram obtained us-
ing a ionospheric model to the corresponding ionogram obtained from the real MARSIS
data. The procedure uses an iterative numerical algorithm. The merit of this approach
is that we can add the non-linear physical and chemical interactions to the model. For
example, the chemical reactions, which dominate the production of the ions in the lower
part of ionosphere, could be taken into account. Compared with the reduction of ionogram
method, the new ionosphere model provides an electron pro�le for the bottom side of the
ionongram.

However, this algorithm is quite complex and it requires considerable data to process
by a number of matrix operations. At each iteration, a new ionosphere pro�le is generated
from physical control parameters.

Due to the complex of this task and timing problem, this algorithm developed in MAIS-
DAT has not been �nished. Therefore, in my work, such an ionosphere model has been
built to adjust the physical control parameters, which could be further combined with the
MAISDAT.
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3 New algorithm for analyzing neutral atmosphere

3.1 The working principle for analyzing the neutral atmosphere

As mentioned in previous sections, this work aim to add a new module to MAISDAT
which has the capacity to analyze the ionogram and provides some insight on the neutral
atmosphere. It is clear that this goal can only be reached if we develop numerical model
for the atmosphere and the ionosphere. Then we are able to couple them in a way that
allows �tting on some parameters which should be identi�ed. In the section on the neutral
atmosphere we discussed this critical point and identify the parameters which are the neu-
tral exosphere temperature and the concentration of the neutral species at some reference
altitude. The section on the ionosphere allows being more precious on the neutral species
that should be used in this �tting procedures: The main species are CO2 and O.Those pa-
rameters being show that we can design the principle of the algorithm which could be used
to analyze the data. Although combined neutral with ions models can generate electron
concentration pro�le,the data from the MARSIS are ionogram pro�le, thus we have to add
a tool to generate the ionogram. As a result an algorithm which may work on this of data
has been designed:

�Electron concentration pro�le
�Ionogram

Figure 8: An overviw of the new model

This algorithm is presented on �g.7. The general structure of model can be represented
by two loops. From the �gure above we can see that �ve modules compose of the full
loop. They are: the control parameters module, the atmosphere module, the production
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pro�le module, the chemical reaction pro�le module, ionogram pro�le module and the
Levenberg�Marquardt algorithm.The necessity on these two parallel loops is imposed by
the fact that the algorithm should work with concentration pro�le before working with
ionogram. There are also some other sounding mode like radio occultation that could be
implemented in the algorithm which would lay on the ionosphere model.

In the following sections we �rst describes steps to build each module using the new
method and its corresponding results. Then, a detailed explanation of how the modules
interact with each other in the loops using a �tting algorithm is presented.

3.2 Atmosphere model

3.2.1 Gravity

The section on atmosphere presents a simple expression for the concentration pro�le which
is based on two assumptions:

• The neutral temperature is constant

• The gravity is constant

However this is not a real case and and the expression given in Eq. 4 must be corrected.
If we take into account the variation of g , from the Eq.4, neutral concentration variation

with respect to the altitude is:

Nn(z) = N0
n.exp[

1

Hn
(z0 − z)

(R0 + z0)

(R0+z)
] (20)

when the z ≈ z0 the term (R0+z0)
(R0+z) can be considered as 1

Then we obtain:

Nn(z) = N0
n.exp[

mng0R
2
0

kbTn

(z0 − z)

(R0+z)(R0 + z0)
] (21)

where
N0

n Initial value of concentraion
mn Atomic mass of species
g0 Gravitational acceleration on Mars
R0 Radius of Mars
kb Boltzmann constant
Tn Temperature
z0 Reference altitude

3.2.2 Temperature

As shown in Fig.1, the temperature in the upper atmosphere varies from 80K to 200K.
The neutral temperature in the thermosphere can be modelled by a Bates pro�le:

Tn(z) = T∞ + (T0 − T∞)e−s(z−z0) (22)

Where the T∞ represents the temperature in the in�nite altitude, T0 is the temperature
presented in the reference altitude.
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Fig.8 demonstrates the temperature varies as a function of altitude. The temperature
is around 50K at 100 km, it increases dramatically to 200K and then keeps a constant
value above 200km. This temperature pro�le is performed as a reasonable explanation for
�g.1: the concentrations change much during the lower atmosphere between 100 km to 200
km compare to the higher altitude, where the decrease ratio can be considered as constant
values above 200km.

According to Eq.22, temperature changes with altitude, concentration changes temper-
ature can be described using:

dTn

dz
= −s(T0 − T∞)e−s(z−z0) (23)

We introduce dT0 the temperature gradient at the reference altitude z0, we can then
write:

s =
dT0

T∞ − T0
(24)

To give an analytical expression for the concentration, we change slightly the formula.
We introduce a parameter η de�ned by:

dη =
g(z)

g(z0)
dz (25)

Integrating η in both sides gives

η =
(R0 + z0)(z − z0)

(R0 + z)
(26)

if η = 0 then z = z0
From Eq. 1, the following relation can be established:

dP

dη
= −m.N(η).g(z0).dη (27)

Now we assume that the temperature writes:

Tn(η) = T∞(1− ae−sη) (28)

and

a = 1− T0

T∞
(29)

P = kbN(η)Tn(η) (30)

Then, we have

dlog(P )

dη
= − 1

H0

dη

1− ae−sη
(31)

Integrating Eq.31 and establish a relation between Eq.30 and Eq.31, the species con-
centration changes as a function of temperature is expressed as:

Nn = N0
n[

T0

Tn(η)
]1+H0sexp(− η

H0
) (32)
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Figure 9: The temperature pro�le.

It is clear that the condition of constant temperature shown in the �rst simple model
is a particular case when T0 = Tn

In the beginning of the project, we assumed the temperature was set to 200K and kept
constant to simpli�ed the model. After building the ionosphere model, the temperature
was changed as a function of altitude to generate a more accurate pro�le. In the following
chapter, the two models are presented to demostrate the di�erent between thus two models.

3.2.3 Results for a model using constant temperature

In the �rst model, we assume the temperature is kept at 200K. A simpli�ed atmospheric
pro�le is generated using Eq.21 without considering other structures. Other parameters
have been set to realistic Martian conditions. The sounder altitude was set to 500 km above
the Martian surface. The altitude of the ionospheric pro�le was assumed from 100km to
600km with a step of 10km. The main parameters controlling the model are the species
concentration at 100km above the surface. The species taken into account are carbon
dioxide (CO2), Nitrogen (N2), oxygen atom (O), the hydrogen atom (H).
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Figure 10: Vertical pro�le of the neutral atmosphere in a simple model

From the simpli�ed model we can see that the carbon dioxide dominates the lower
part of the ionosphere, while the oxygen atom lead a higher concentration above 350
km. The concentration of Nitrogen is between the atomic oxygen and carbon dioxide.
This is thermal equilibrium between the species; the lighter gas molecules will have larger
velocities. Moreover, the lighter particles resist better the pull of the Earth's gravitational
�eld therefore escape to higher altitudes.

Comparing Fig.9 with the Fig.1 we can see that for the oxygen atom, there is a big
di�erence : the concentration of the lower part in Fig.1 is around 1017 m−3 while for the
Fig.9 is 1013m−3 . The reason for this is that the initial input value for the two models are
di�erent. Because both the slope of the curve is almost same, which is around 106degree.
We could give the conclusion that it is an accurate simple model.
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3.2.4 Results for a model using variable temperature

Figure 11: Vertical pro�le of the neutral atmosphere in temperature varied model

Fig.10 shows the atmosphere pro�le with respect to a vaiable temperature and Fig.11
presents a comparison between the constant temperature model and the varing model.
We can see that around 100 km, the concentrations of both models are the same. While
in the higher part of the atmosphere above the 200km, the two curves can be regarded
as parallel.The slope of the two curves are constant in the upper atmosphere. The con-
stant proportion scale is determined by the term[ T0

Tη
]1+H0s, according to Eq.32. Below

the altitude of 200km, the di�erence between the two models is not proportion. Instead,
concentration in the lower altitude decreases with respect to the height. This phenomenon
will lead a higher production because it has larger amount of neutral species.
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Figure 12: The comparison between a temperature constant model and a temperature
varing model.

The MATLAB �le atmosphere.m were developed to show the atmosphere pro�le.

3.3 The ionosphere model

3.3.1 The production pro�le

The production pro�le of CO+
2 , O

+ and N+
2 is shown in Fig.12.

Figure 13: The ion concentration pro�les of CO+
2 , N

+
2 , O+
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From the �gure we can see that in the lower part of the ionosphere, the CO+
2 is the

most important species. In the higher altitude, the main ion production concerns CO+
2 .

The total ion production spreads over a wide region of altitude between 100km and 200km
and it reaches the maximum value around 150km. This is due to Eq.10; the production
composed of three parameters: The ionization section, the energy from the solar �ux
and the concentration. As shown in the Fig.13, the concentration varies as a decreasing
exponential function while the solar �ux changes as an increasing exponential function
raising with the altitude. And at the altitude around 150, the multiplication of the two
functions reaches the maximum value.

However, among the 20 chemical reactions we considered for ionosphere of Mars, there
is one chemical reaction that can be considered as the most important reaction in the
ionosphere layer of the Mars

CO+
2 +O → O+ +CO2

Thus, it shows that CO+
2 and O+ are the dominant species in the ionosphere. As

seen from the Fig.3, six species are taken into account in the full model. They are
O2,CO2,N2,O,H, NO and their corresponding ions. We built the full model structure
with six species while only set the value of CO+

2 and O+ in the production module to
simplify the model.

Figure 14: The �gure illustrates the variation of the solar �ux and concentration with
respect to the altitude

3.3.2 The chemical reaction scheme pro�le

If we take the Eq.15 into Eq.14, then we obtain [4]

δns

δt
= Ps −

∑
kisnins +

∑
i,j 6=s

kijninj (33)
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This is a non-linear di�erential equation and we should know the species concentration
in every point during the process while doing the numerical calculation. To reach this
objective, we built an algorithm by linearization of eq.33. The current concentration of a
given species ns is expressed by a previous concentration n0

s plus a small variation δns

ns = n0
s + δns (34)

Apply Eq. 34 into Eq.33 leads to

dδns

dt
= Ps −

∑
i

kis(n
0
in

0
s + n0

i δns + δnin
0
s) +

∑
i,j 6=s

kij(n
0
in

0
j + n0

i δnj + δnin
0
j ) (35)

The second order terms δnins and δninj are considered as very small value and are
neglected in the linearization.

The formula is going to be arranged in order to identify some feature:

dδns

dt
= Ps +

∑
i,j 6=s

kijn
0
in

0
j − (

∑
i

kisn
0
i )n

0
s −

∑
i

kisn
0
i δns (36)

−
∑
i

kisδnin
0
s +

∑
i,j 6=s

kijn
0
i δnj +

∑
i,j 6=s

kijδnin
0
j

The �rst term Ps is the photoionization production. The second and third term which
depend on the initial concentration represent chemistry source and chemical loss term
respectively. The last four terms depend on the variation δns can be rearranged in a
matrix structure. Thus, simplify Eq.36

dδni

dt
= Pi + P c

i − Lc
in

0
i +

∑
j

Mijδnj (37)

When we transformed the equation into the matrix building in MATLAB, the Eq.37
can be written as

dδN

dt
= P + P c − LcN0 +MδN (38)

TheP is the photonionization production vector,P cand LcN0are the chemical produc-
tion vector and chemical loss diagonal matrix.

The solution of this di�erential system is

δN = (I − eMt)M
−1

(P + P c − LcN0) (39)

In MATLAB , we use an iterative numerical process starting from an approximate initial
condition of the di�erent species concentrations. Results are attained when δN approaches
to 0, which demonstrates that the species have reached equilibrium: the ions production
equals the ions loss.

As shown in the ionosphere pro�le, there are two peaks presenting in the total electron
pro�le. Below 250km, the ionosphere is dominated by molecular ions O+

2 . The O+
2 ions
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mainly results from the production of neutral O2 and the chemical reaction involved O+
2 by

ion charge exchange reaction.

CO+
2 +O → O+

2 +CO

CO+
2 +O2 → O+

2 +CO2

O+ +O2 → O+
2 +O

O+ +CO2 → O+
2 +CO

In our model, only the chemical reactions are taken into account to produce O+
2 .

The production of molecular ions is also balanced by dissociative electron recombination

O+
2 + e → O+O

The recombination rate is very sensitive to the temperature. The rate increase when the
temperature decreases. Consequently, as demonstrates in Fig.12, the temperature increases
with respect to the altitude, the electron concentration raises as well.

Above 250km, the O+ become the dominant ion in the ionosphere. At these altitudes,
the neutral N2, CO2 H and O2 decrease according to the altitude, and cannot balance the
production of O+.

Due to the di�erent mechanisms, the ions in the ionosphere are balance and form a
vertical structure which is highly variable, with the lighter ions in the upper part and
heavier ions in the lower part.

Figure 15: The CO+
2 ,N

+
2 ,O+

2 and the total electron concentration in the chemical reaction
model

Fig. 14 shows the ionosphere structure base on the new model, covering the production
process and chemical reactions as discussed in the previous sections.

The MATLAB �le production.m and the ionosphere.m were developed to calculate to
the production term and ionosphere model respectively.
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3.3.3 The transport process pro�le

The idea behind the transport is that we have a good way to estimate the present of an
induced magnetic �eld if we �t the velocity U .

Here we build a new algorithm to include the transport:
1. Solve the ionosphere without the transport term.∂u∂t = ps − Lsns with

∂u
∂t = 0

2. If U 6= 0 then solve the transport equation u∂n
∂z = ps − Lsns

The transport process model is added to the whole loop to generate the ionosphere
pro�le and its corresponding ionogram.

Figure 16: The comparison of the ionosphere pro�les with di�erent transport velocities

Simulated ionosphere pro�les have been produced for di�erent models from the di�erent
transport velocities. As discussed in the section 3.3.2 (�g. 14) the same ionosphere pro�le
is presented in the new �g.15 with a black curve showing the ionosphere pro�le built in
new model when the transport velocity is zero. The di�erent colors of the curves represent
the di�erent transport velocities from 0 m/s to -50m/s. The range of the velocity is set
from -50m/s to +50m/s although in the reality the negative velocity contribute to most
of the particles. This is due to the pressure coming from the solar wind pushing the
particles travelling vertical down to the lower altitude which directly lead to the decrease
of the ions concentration in the higher part of the ionosphere. The resulting simulated
ionosphere pro�les have been compared. Fig.15 shows such a set of models together with
their simulated ionosphere pro�les. Obviously, the larger transport velocity, the less ions
concentration presented in the higher part of the ionosphere.
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3.4 The ionogram model

3.4.1 The simulation results of ionograms

After presenting the typical ionogram pro�le in the previous chapter, here we are going to
explain the basic principle of our model.

The input of the ionogram model is an ionosphere model we obtained from the previous
section in form of a set of N electron concentration-altitude pairs. Further inputs are a
set of 160 probing frequencies range from 0.1MHz to 5.4MHz .The output is the round
trip time of the signal corresponding to their probing frequencies so that we obtain the 160
pairs of (f,4t). The altitude at which re�ect the signal is denoted as zref .

4t =
2(zsc − zref )

vg
(40)

Where the Zsc is the altitude of the spacecraft. The Vg is the group velocity of the
emitted wave where equals the speed of light in vacuum space. However, in reality since
electromagnetic wave are slowed down thus cannot be neglected, the group velocity of wave
propagation can be represented as a function of wave frequency and plasma frequency.
Then we have

vg = c.N = c
√
1− (fp/f)2 (41)

where the fp is the plasma frequency and f is the wave frequency
Since the plasma frequency is a function of altitude, from the the electron concentration

with its corresponding altitude we yield the time delay with respect to the frequency by
applying the group velocity expression into Eq.40

Take the Eq.41 into eq.40,we obtain

4t =
2

c

ˆ zsc

zref

dz√
1− (fp(z)/f)2

(42)
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Figure 17: The ionogram pro�le with its corresponding ionosphere model

Figure 18: The ionograms comparison between the di�erent transport velocities
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Figure 19: The ionosphere pro�le and its corresponding pro�le after adding the transport
equation

Fig.16 shows the simulation ionogram pro�le without adding transport process and
Fig.17 presents the simulation ionogram pro�le with transport process.The contribution of
transport velocity is mainly to the lower part frequency of the ionogram, before the signal
wave travelling across the ionosphere through penetrate the maximum plasma frequency.

The �g.18 shows the simulation ionosphere pro�le and ionogram pro�le results of a
model with transport process.

As shown in the �gure, there are two peaks presented in the ionosphere pro�le and
its corresponding ionogram pro�le. The �rst peak shown in the ionogram which indicates
a local maximum is due to the changing slope taken place in ionosphere. The maximum
plasma frequency presented at 3.3MHz in ionogram pro�le. Although in the ionosphere
model the two peak points are close while in ionogram they lead a big di�erence. This two
peaks caused a di�culty while �tting with the real data thus when we �t the ionogram the
algorithm should be changed to obtain a better result.

In this step, we take our ionosphere model as the input and connect it with MAISDAT
through the sig_delay_f.m �le to obtain the 160 pairs of (f,4t).

The MATLAB �le ionogram.m contributes to the ionogram model.
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3.5 The control parameters module

The inputs of the model loop are six control parameters, which are the concentrations of
the carbon dioxide molecules ( CO2), nitrogen molecules (N2 ), oxygen atoms (O ) and
hydrogen atoms (H ) at 100km above the Martian surface, the �xed temperature which
generate the temperature pro�le and the plasma velocity. These parameters are de�ned
as control parameters becasue they are the most important parameters to generate the
atmosphere pro�le. In the adjustment procedure, the control parameters are going to be
adjusted until the ionosphere pro�le matches best with the real pro�le. The �tting process
is going to present in the following chapters.

The external inputs are the altitude of the spacecraft, a set of frequencies.
The model generator also needs the parameters imposed by the time and position of the

analyzed sounding event, such as solar �ux, solar zenith angle and magnetic �eld, which
we could obtain from the measured data.

With these six control parameters which are the main species in the upper atmosphere
of Mars, an atmosphere model is generated.

Figure 20: The model shows the working function of the loop

The structure shows the function of the loop with the input and output parameters, at
which the concentration distribution and the time delay variation could be obtained from
ionosphere pro�le and ionogram pro�le respectively.

The MATLAB �le inital.m contribute to the ionogram model.

3.6 The Levenberg�Marquardt algorithm

The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm provides a numerical solution to the problem of min-
imizing a non-linear function.Shown in Fig.7, the ionosphere model and ionogram pro�le
generated by the input control parameters could be adjusted through LM algorithm and
�nal simulated pro�le matches with the data. The method uses a least squares �tting al-
gorithm and applying the algorithm by a realistic physical model to generate the electron
concentration pro�le.[7]

The curve �tting problem: A set of m empirical pairs of variable (xi, yi) are given, the
parameters of the model curvef(x, ) are optimized by minimizing the standard deviations
of the model with respect to the data.
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S(a) =

m∑
i=1

[yi − f(xi, a)]
2 (43)

Figure 21: The working function curve of the least squares �tting algorithm

The �gure shows S(a) is varying as a function of a and the curve represents the square
di�erence between the two to be adjusted pro�les.J is the Jacobian matrix and also rep-
resents the gradient of f with respect to a. The black point is when the gradient is zero,
which represents the minimum of the sum of square.

We expect the S(a) function is well approximated by a quadratic form and then write
it as:

S(a) ≈ γ − J · a+
1

2
a ·D · a (44)

Where D is anM×M matrix. From the approximation, we can infer from the currently
trial parameters acur to the minimizing one amin.

amin = acur +D−1[−∇S(acur)] (45)

In order to use the formula, we need to calculate the gradient of the S function at any
set of parameters a. The second derivation matrix D, Hessian matrix is also needed to
obtain the minimum value.

Or on the other hand, the eq.45 might be a local approximation on the shape of the
function. Thus we have

anext = acur − constant×∇S(acur) (46)

The could be rewrited as

δal = constant× βl (47)
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if we divide the constant by some nondimensional fudge factorλ, the eq.47 could be
replaced as

δal =
1

λαll
βl (48)

The Levenberg�Marquardt contribution is to adjust the λ. The λ is not constant and
can be changed with respect to the gradient. In the beginning the λ is very small in order
to make a larger step while when the minimum value is close to the real one, the λ is much
bigger to make a smaller step and approach the minimum value.

The damping parameter can be choose based on di�erent situations. Here we only
describe the basic function of LM algorithm and the Methods using a least squares �tting
algorithm have been described in the past [e.g. Grebowsky (8), Doupnik (9), Titheridge
(10)].

The LM algorithm is a very robust method and in many cases it �nds a solution
even it starts very far from the �nal result. And the steps of the �tting is adjusted
automatically which ensures the validity of the algorithm. In this work, the application of
LM algorithm aimed to adjust the two electron concentration pro�les and two ionogram
pro�les respectively.
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4 The validation of the new model

As describe above, the two loops must be validated through the method we built. A
series of strategies were developed to ensure a good result. The approach for �tting the
ionosphere pro�le and the ionogram pro�le are presented in the following section.

4.1 Fit of the ionosphere pro�le

The principle must be further validated on a controlled data set and generate the reference
pro�le which could be used for �tting.

In this section, the �tting method of the ionosphere pro�le is investigated and the
corresponding results are presented to illustrate the viability of the algorithm.

The test procedure executes the following step:
1) Generate the reference ionosphere pro�le base on the initial neutral concentration

value at 100 km.
2) De�ne the �tting parameters: in the ionosphere pro�le, the parameters are taken

into account for �tting are temperature, the concentration ofCO+
2 andO+ which dominate

the lower altitude and higher part of ionosphere.
3) Generate an inital ionosphere pro�le
4) The LM algorithm is applied to calculate the error between the reference pro�le and

the new pro�le.
5) Find the gradient on the error surface and then adjusted the control parameters

along the obtained gradient.
6) Repeat 4) and 5) until the error is small enough. If the error between the new pro�le

and the reference one is very small, the algorithm is regarded as successful.

Figure 22: The comparsion of the two pro�les(the �rst and �nal steps of the �tting)

The �g. 21 shows the results of the iterative numerical �tting algorithm which adapts
the initial models until the two pro�les match best. Fig.21 describe the initial pro�le of the
two model, which the green curve represents the reference pro�le and the blue one stands
for the pro�le we are going to �t. The following table gives the initial values we use to
generate the two pro�les.
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control parameter reference pro�le �tted pro�le
CO2 4.75.1019 1.1018

O 9.95.1016 1.1014

T0 200 100

Table 4: The inital value applied to generate the two pro�les

The �tting procedure is constrained by bounding the parameters between two limited
value where represent the limitation that could be observed on Mars. This avoid any
divergence in the process.

control parameter minimum range maximum range
CO2 1.1018 1.1020

O 1.1014 1.1017

T0 100 400

Table 5: The �tting range set for each parameter

The �tting result shown in the �g.21 displays that the two pro�les converged at last,
which the algorithm and the test procedures can be considered as a success. To be more
speci�c, the �nal �tting result re�ected in the value is given in the following table.

control parameter reference pro�le �tted pro�le error(%)
CO2 4.75.1019 4.75.1019 0
O 9.95.1016 9.95.1016 0
T0 200 200 0

Table 6: The �nal result of the two pro�les comparsion

The table 6 shows that when �tting the CO+
2 and O+, which are the main species

distributing according to the whole ionosphere, there is no error. That is to say the two
pro�les are converged with respect to this two species. Regarding to H+ and N+

2 , because
of the lack of full information, (for example, we didn't give the value of cross section) thus
we didn't take them into account while �tting. This is the reason why the results show
there is a large error of this two species. However, the full information and the full model
will be further developed in the future work. In our model, we only consider several main
species in order to test our model and the numerical algorithm. The last row of table 6
also gives the conclusion that temperatures are matched accurate, which further validates
the feasibility of the algorithm.

4.2 Test of �tting the ionogram pro�le

As part of the work, the strategy for �tting the ionogram has been investigated. Due to the
success of ionosphere pro�le �tting, we are going to apply the same algorithm for ionogram.
Similarly, the method uses the simulation ionogram obtained from the ionosphere model
with an iterative numerical �tting algorithm which adapts the initial model and the new
ionogram pro�le generated by new control parameters until they match best. However,
there is one peak presented in the ionogram which leads to the large gradient while �tting
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through the LM algorithm. Furthermore, it is really di�cult to connect ionosphere pro�le
and ionogram due to the cusp, thus the strategy for �tting the ionogram pro�le should be
adjusted.

Figure 23: The ionogram shows the starting �tting point of the new strategy

Instead of �tting the whole ionogram, we divided the �tting strategy into two parts:
First the LM algorithm is executed in the higher frequency as shown in the �gure, from
the peak point to the end, which corresponding to the maximum plasma frequency to
the ground surface re�ected frequency. After successfully �tting the higher part of the
ionogram, the whole ionogram can be �tted through the LM algorithm. In order to avoid
the problem due to the large gradient presented in the peak delay, the strategy is adjusted
to set the �tting weight of the peak to a small value compared to other �tting points, which
is further investigated as an e�cient approach.

Thus, the key processes of the ionogram �tting are:
To conclude the main steps applying in the ionogram �tting, there are three loops help

to approach the �nal result gradually:
1) Fit the higher part of the frequency
2) Fit the temperature and CO+

2 �rst in the ionogram
3) Fit the whole ionogram
The �g.23 shows the initial two ionogram pro�les. Similarly, the green curve represents

the reference ionogram while the blue one demonstrates the new ionogram pro�le generated
by the minimum value of the control parameters shown in table 5. Observed from the
reference pro�le there are much less points when the wave frequency gradually increase to
the maximum plasma frequency. In the lower part of the ionogram where close to the local
plasma frequency, the re�ected signals are less as well. Therefore the �tting weight around
these two points is settled as 10−4, lighter than the other points.
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Figure 24: The comparsion of the two initial ionogram pro�les

The three loops of �tting are shown in the following �gures(�g.24, �g.25 and �g. 26)
step by step:

Figure 25: The �rst loop of the ionogram �tting
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Figure 26: The second loop of the ionogram �tting

Figure 27: The third loop of the ionogram �tting

Fig.24, 25 and 26 show the results of �tting each loop respectively. Fig.24 gives the
result obtained by the �tting of the �rst loop: �t the frequency from the peak time delay
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point to the end frequency. The frequency range is from 3.25MHz to 5.4MHz. In this period
we �t the ionogram with all the control parameters: temperature,CO+

2 , O
+ which leads

to the result that the new ionogram and the reference ionogram are matched during the
plasma penetrated frequency. This gives a good start for the following iterate calculations.

As we only �t the temperature and CO+
2 of the whole ionogram in the second loop,

the �g.25 shows that the two ionograms are not �tted with each other accurately. While
as can be seen in the higher frequency, the two ionograms are keeping �tted and their
corresponding points are used to generate the whole ionogram with a better initial guess.
Thus, the working function for the �rst �tting loop is to approach the initial ionogram to
the reference ionogram by �tting the higher part of the frequency �rst. Before executing
this loop, we de�ned the value of �tting weight of the peak point and set is as 10−4, which
presented in the �gure the two ionograms are not matched around 3.1MHz.

The �nal result is described in �g.26. From the picture the two ionograms are ac-
curatedly �tted and it illustrates the validity of our strategy and algorithm. Similar to
ionosphere �tting, the result and �tting error are shown in the table.7

control parameter reference pro�le new pro�le error(%)
CO2 4.75.1019 4.7236.1019 0.5564
O 9.95.1016 9.9390.1016 0.1110
T0 200 200.2317 0.1159

Table 7: The �nal result of the two ionograms comparsion

The errors are more important because the delay is not a direct measurement to re�ect
the concentration.

As shown in table.7, the ionogram �tting strategy gives a good result as well. However,
compare to the ionosphere pro�le �tting, the error of ionogram �tting is a little bit larger.
One of the reason is mainly due to the �tting weight are di�erent with di�erent points and
the error may contributed by the peak points. Other reason is because the errors from the
ionosphere pro�le are accumulated which lead to a larger error.

As the algorithm and the strategy are working properly, the working function for the
model could be expanded to a more complete ionosphere model.

The MATLAB �le LM_test2.m contribute to this task.
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5 Second validation of �tting with real data

5.1 Fitting with the Viking data

Probes Viking 1 and Viking 2 were the �rst two spacecraft successfully sent to Mars as
a part of American Viking program. They perfectly ful�lled their task to make the �rst
situ measurements of the ionosphere and atmosphere on Mars which enable human beings
understand the Martian environment much deeper. In addition to detecting the neutral
atmosphere, they also achieved the data of electron concentration pro�le, temperature
variation pro�le and ionic speed between around 100 and 300 km. This is the �rst mea-
surements of an ionosphere other than Earth's ionosphere. Currently we used for the
measurements are taken during the period of minimum solar activity. The probe enters
the atmosphere at the altitude of 300k m and a speed of 4.5km/s relative to the earth, at
latitude of 22.5

◦
N , the solar zenith angle was

◦
44. [1]

Figure.27 shows the results of the detecting operation and it was given by Hanson and
Mantas (1991) .

Figure 28: Electron concentration and temperaure pro�les given by viking

So in the following part we are going to apply our algorithm on Viking electron con-
centration pro�le data.

The altitude range for Viking data is from 112 km to 358 km, which is less than our
model from 100km to 500km. As can been seen from the �g.28, the red point represents
the Viking data, the green curve is the adjusted electron concentration pro�le based on
our model. The other two curves demonstrate the ions concentration of O+

2 , and O+re-
spectively. The following table shows the �nal adjusted control parameters of our model:
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CO2 O T0 U
5.1018 7.1015 203K −10

Table 9: The parameters simulated by other numerical simulation

Figure 29: The result of validating on Viking data

From the �gure above we can clearly see the data are well �tted by our simple model.
The table gives the results of control parameters:

CO2 O T0 U
3.8078.1018 3.8803.1014 224.8362K −0.66

Table 8: The adjusted control parameters

Compared with the results from other complete numerical simulations of the Martian
ionosphere for viking conditions , where consistant with the data if the following parameters
were used:

As shown in table 9, the temperature is around 203K which is close to our result
224.8K. Regarding to the CO2, the concentration at 100 km is around 5.1018 compared
to our 3.8.1018. This is due to our model is just a rough simply model, we didn't take in
to account the secondary production which is also an important main ions source. The
simulation result of O is about 7.1015 compared to our 3.9.1014. Our result is much larger
than the simulation. While as can be seen from the �g.28, the Viking data of the upper
part of the atmosphere which dominate by O+ has a large variation leads to the imprecision
of the �tting. The control parameter U represents a negative velocity of the ions and it
indicates the existence of an induced magnetic �eld on Mars, which is the case.
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5.2 Fit with the ionogram extract from MARSIS data

The last step of the work is to apply the tool to MARSIS data: we extend an ionogram
by MARSIS Active Ionospheric Sounding Data Analysis Tool (MAISDAT) and then �t it
with our model. The ionorgam we chose and its corresponding data we chose from are
presented in the following �gure and table.

Date Time Orbit
14th-08-2005 17:39:29 2032
Latitude Longitude Altitude
47.8073 100.546 775.38km

Table 10: The data of the ionogram

Figure 30: The ionogram extracted from MAISDAT

As shown in the �g.29, an ionogram with an exceptional clear cusp feature and a strong
surface re�ection are described. While in the �gure there is also one special feature called
�oblique� echo which is an unexpected second echo and should be removed while �tting
with the model. The �g.30 gives the plot of the ionogram after extracting from the data
set.
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Figure 31: The reference ionogram from MARSIS data

When we �t the ionogram extract from the MARSIS data, the �tting strategy we
applied in section 4.2 does not work properly. The reason for this is the initial guess of the
control parameters are very far away from the �nal result which leads to the divergence at
last. In order to avoid this problem, we formulate an adjusted strategy as the solution.

1) We calculate the ionosphere pro�le by MAISDAT to obtain a rough inital pro�le.
3) The ionosphere pro�le calculated by pro�le is then �tted with our ionosphere model

in order to acquire a closer value of initial control parameters.
4) Then we start �tting the ionogram. Before �tting with the whole ionogram, we �rst

�t the ionogram for the frequency below the maximum plasma freqency to obtain a much
closer value to generate the ionogram from our model.

5) Finally we �t the whole ionogram.
The �g.31 shows the plot of a rough ionosphere pro�le calculated by the MAISDAT.
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Figure 32: The ionosphere pro�le calculated by MAISDAT

The �g.32 gives the �nal result of the �tting with the MARSIS data.

Figure 33: The result of validating on MARSIS data

From the �gure we could infer that in the lower part of the frequency, which represents
the ionospheric echo part, the data from our model �ts very well with the MARSIS data.
This part of data is also what we concerned most because it gives the clue of the neutral
atmosphere.The higher part shows less good �t which may result from the fact that this
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part of the ionogram is controlled by the total electron concentration and we may not
properly model the ionosphere around 100 km, with a lower concentration pro�le in the
region because of a simple produciton model. This lower concentration results in a lower
TEC and smaller delay.

The following table shows the results of the control parameters:

CO2 O T0 U
2.3417.1017 4.21.1015 207.88K −28.4

Table 11: The adjusted control parameters

As we changed the solar �ux into a lower value while �tting with MARSIS data, the
temperature result is lower . The velocity is presented as negative which indicates the
existence of an induced magnetic �eld on Mars again.
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6 Conclusion and future work

In the beginning course of this thesis work a basic understanding of the MARSIS instru-
ment operation has been achieved. This understanding has been further studying the
simulation of the sounding process by Johannes Bauer in 2008. As the simulated iono-
grams have been achieved by MAISDAT, the ionogram pro�les could be demonstrated
through the processing data. However, as we wanted to learn the ionosphere structure,
a proper ionosphere model covering all the formation process should be built to obtain
the corresponding ionogram and �t with the MARSIS data. Thus in my thesis, the three
main processes: photoionization, chemical reactions and transport process contribute to
the ionosphere model building were added to the model step by step. The LM algorithm
was used to �t our model with the Viking data to check the di�erence between them and
then adjust our model. Before applying the LM algorithm, the test shows that the strategy
combined with LM algorithm worked properly, which could be further used to �t the real
data. The �nal chapter illustrated the comparison between our model with the Viking
data and MARSIS data. The results showed the approach we built our model was viable.
All the works described above were developed in MATLAB.

As our approach to build the ionosphere structure is proved validated, the whole process
only take into account the main process and species presented in the ionosphere, which is
still away from a accurate structure can be fully demonstrate the variation of ionosphere. To
achieve obtaining a complete ionosphere pro�le, with secondary production, full chemical
reaction scheme and accurate physical structure should be added to the model. Base on the
success of the �tting strategy, the complete model is going to be �tted through applying
the same method. The method of building such an ionosphere model could be extended
to other planet through adding di�erent modules. Therefore, a more precise ionosphere
model which helps to understand the ionosphere structure will be built in near future.
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Appendix 
Implemented MATLAB CODES 
 
Atmosphere model: 
function [spc,Tn]=atmosphere(z,N0,Tex0,khi) 
CO2=44;                                                                    
O2=32; 
N2=28; 
O=16; 
H=1; 
spc(1).name='CO2'; 
spc(4).name='N2'; 
spc(2).name='O'; 
spc(3).name='H'; 
amu=1.66*10^(-27); 
mn=[CO2,O,H,N2]*amu;                                                         
ztop=1000; 
[zi,wi,ni,zmin]=grille(z,khi); 
 
for i=1:length(spc) 
  [spc(i).Nn,Tn]=profile(z(:),N0(i),Tex0,mn(i)); 
  
  Nn_new=profile(zi,N0(i),Tex0,mn(i)); 
  spc(i).TEC=sum(Nn_new.*wi)/1000; 
  
end 
 
Ionosphere model 
 
function [Ne,Ni]=ionosphere(Z,coef) 
global khi F107 Tmax Tmin alt_sat z Nmax_CO2 Nmin_CO2 Umin Umax 
mode_log 
 z=[min(80,min(Z(:))):100 110:10:max(max(alt_sat/1000,500),max(Z(:)))];                                
if z(end)<alt_sat/1000 
  z(end)=alt_sat/1000; 
end 
  
Tex0=prm(2,coef(1),Tmin,Tmax); 
U=prm(2,coef(6),Umin,Umax); 
fl=prm(2,coef(7),0.1,10); 
pr=prm(2,coef(8),0,100); 
  
N0=zeros(length(coef)-3,1); 
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N0(1)=prm(3,coef(2),Nmin_CO2,Nmax_CO2);                                        
N0(2)=prm(2,coef(3),0,.01)*N0(1);                                               
N0([3 4])=prm(2,coef([4,5]),0.,.01)*N0(1); 
  
[spc,Tn]=atmosphere(z,N0,Tex0,khi);                                                    
[ion,Pr,Pr_electron,spc]=production(z,khi,F107,N0,Tex0,fl,pr);                               
lz=length(z); 
n_sp=length(spc); 
nb_ion=length(ion); 
  
for i=1:length(spc) 
    eval(['indn_' spc(i).name '=' int2str(i) ';']) 
end 
for i=1:length(ion) 
    eval(['indi_' ion(i).name(1:end-1) '=' int2str(i) ';']) 
end 
  
P=zeros(n_sp,lz); 
for i=1:nb_ion 
    P(i,:)=ion(i).Pr(:); 
end 
  
  
[M,R]=chemical_loss(spc,Tn,ion,z);                                                   
N=zeros(nb_ion,length(z)); 
Ni=zeros(nb_ion,length(Z)); 
  
N(indi_O2,:)=1e5; 
istep = 0; 
ind=0; 
dt=100; 
Ne=1e-10; 
nb_spc=length(ion); 
  
dvmin=100; 
dv=10*dvmin; 
while dv >dvmin&ind<40 
   ind=ind+1; 
   detaN=step_cal(dt,P,M,R,N);                                                          
N=max(1e-10,N+detaN); 
   Ne=sum(N); 
  
istep = istep + 1; 
   dv=abs(max(max(sum(detaN)./Ne))); 
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   dN=sum(detaN); 
   dv = max(abs(dN(:))); 
   c=log(dv)/log(.1); 
   if c<1&c>0 
       dt=dt/abs(c); 
   else 
       dt=min(1e9,10*dt); 
   end 
end 
  
if (U~=0) 
  iz=find(z<140); 
  iz=iz(end); 
  scale=(1+tanh((z(:)'-z(iz))/20))/2; 
  u=U*scale; 
  
  istep = 0; 
dv=10*dvmin; 
  ind=0; 
  
  while dv >dvmin&ind<40 
    ind=ind+1; 
    N1=step_alt(iz,z,u,P,M,R,N); 
    dv=max(abs(N1(:)-N(:))); 
    N=sqrt(N1.*N); 
  end 
end 
N=real(max(N,1e-15)); 
for i=1:nb_ion 
  Ni(i,:)=exp(interp1(z,log(N(i,:)),Z)); 
end 
Ne=(sum(real(Ni))); 
if mode_log==1 
    Ne=log(Ne); 
end 
  
Production Model 
function [ion,Pr,Pr_electron,spc]=production(z,khi,F107,N0,Tex0,fl,pr) 
ion(1).name='O2+'; 
ion(2).name='CO2+'; 
ion(3).name='N2+'; 
ion(4).name='O+'; 
ion(5).name='H+'; 
ion(6).name='NO+'; 
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[spc,Tn]=atmosphere(z,N0,Tex0,khi); 
[lambda,flux_inf]=solar_flux(F107);                
[sigma_in,sigma_ab]=cross_section(lambda);           
 
T=0; 
for i=1:length(spc)  
  j=1; 
  while j<=length(sigma_ab) 
    if ~strcmp(sigma_ab(j).name,spc(i).name) 
      j=j+1; 
    else 
      break 
    end 
  end 
  if j<=length(sigma_ab) 
    [A,B]=meshgrid(spc(i).TEC,sigma_ab(j).cross);            T=T+A.*B;                                         
end 
end 
M=exp(-T);                                           
for i=1:length(ion) 
  name=ion(i).name(1:end-1);   
  j=1; 
  k=1; 
  while j<=length(spc) 
    if ~strcmp(spc(j).name,name) 
      j=j+1; 
    else 
      break 
    end 
  end 
  if j<=length(spc) 
    while k<=length(sigma_in) 
      if ~strcmp(sigma_in(k).name,spc(j).name) 
        k=k+1; 
      else 
        break 
      end 
    end 
    if k<=length(sigma_in) 
      x=(z(:)-110)/20; 
      [C,D]=meshgrid(spc(j).Nn,sigma_in(k).cross);              
  P=C.*M;                                               
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F=fl*flux_inf(:).*sigma_in(k).cross;                      
      ion(i).Pr=P'*F+pr.*1e8*exp(-x.^2); 
      if strcmp(name,'CO2+') 
        F=fl*flux_inf(:).*sigma_in(k).cross_o; 
        Pr_O=P'*F; 
      end 
    else 
      ion(i).Pr=0*z(:); 
    end 
  else 
    ion(i).Pr=0*z(:); 
  end 
end 
  
for i=1:length(ion) 
  name=ion(i).name(1:end-1);   
  if strcmp(name,'O+') 
    ion(i).Pr=ion(i).Pr+Pr_O; 
  end 
end 
Pr=[ion.Pr]; 
  
N=sum(Pr'); 
Pr_electron=N'; 
 
Initial Model 
function 
[z,Ne_ref,coef_ref,f,alt_sat,tauf_ig_ref,z_abel_ref,khi,N0,F107,Tex0,U]=initial 
  
clear khi F107 Nmax Nmin Tmax Tmin mode_N mode_T 
global khi F107 Nmax Nmin Tmax Tmin mode_N mode_T mode_U alt_sat 
Nmax_O Nmin_O Nmax_CO2 Nmin_CO2 Umin Umax  N0 
  
  
khi=89; 
F107=0; 
  
mode_N=3; 
mode_T=2; 
mode_U=2; 
  
  
Nmin=1e5; 
Nmax=1e18; 
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Nmax_O=1e16; 
Nmin_O=1e13; 
Nmax_CO2=1e18;  
Nmin_CO2=1e15; 
  
 
Tmin=100; 
Tmax=400; 
  
Umin=-50; 
Umax=20; 
  
alt_sat=500; 
z=100:10:600;                                                        % 
fmin=0.1*1000;                                                                       
fmax=5.4*1000; 
f=fmin:(fmax-fmin)/160:fmax;                                                           
f=f*1000; 
alt_sat=alt_sat*1000;                                                                  
  
N0=[4.75*10^19 ,1e13,1.1*10^6,8.7*10^14]; 
Tex0=200; 
U=-1;                                                                               
coef_ref(2)=prm_inv(mode_N,N0(1),Nmin_CO2,Nmax_CO2);                               
coef_ref(3)=prm_inv(mode_N,N0(2),Nmin_O,Nmax_O); 
coef_ref(:,[4,5])=prm_inv(mode_N,N0([3 4]),Nmin,Nmax); 
coef_ref(1)=prm_inv(mode_T,Tex0,Tmin,Tmax); 
coef_ref(6)=prm_inv(mode_U,U,Umin,Umax);                                                                           
coef_ref(7)=prm_inv(mode_U,1,0,100);     
Ne_ref=0; 
  
  
                                                                           
Chemical loss model 
function[M,R]=chemical_loss(spc,Tn,ion,z) 
 
  
te=Tn;  
t1=Tn;                               
t2=Tn; 
  
lz=length(z); 
n_sp=length(ion); 
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for i=1:length(spc) 
    eval(['indn_' spc(i).name '=' int2str(i) ';']) 
end 
for i=1:length(ion) 
    eval(['indi_' ion(i).name(1:end-1) '=' int2str(i) ';'])    end 
  
 M=zeros(n_sp,n_sp,lz); 
% L=M; 
 R=zeros(n_sp,lz);; 
  
  
%chemical reation 1 O2+ + e --- O + O  k1  
k1=1.6E-13*(300./te).^0.55; 
if exist('indi_O2') 
  R(indi_O2,:)=R(indi_O2,:)-k1(:)'; 
end 
  
%chemical reaction 2 CO2+ + O --- O2+ + CO  k2 
k2=1.64E-16*ones(length(z),1); 
if exist('indi_CO2')&exist('indn_O') 
  tmp=reshape(k2(:).*spc(indn_O).Nn(:),1,1,lz); 
  M(indi_CO2,indi_CO2,:)=M(indi_CO2,indi_CO2,:)-tmp; 
  if exist('indi_O2') 
    M(indi_O2,indi_CO2,:)= M(indi_O2,indi_CO2,:)+tmp; 
  end 
end 
  
%chemical reaction 3 CO2+ + O --- O+ + CO2  k3 
k3=9.6E-17*ones(length(z),1); 
if exist('indi_CO2')&exist('indn_O') 
  tmp=reshape(k3(:).*spc(indn_O).Nn(:),1,1,lz); 
  M(indi_CO2,indi_CO2,:)=M(indi_CO2,indi_CO2,:)-tmp; 
  if exist('indi_O') 
    M(indi_O,indi_CO2,:)=M(indi_O,indi_CO2,:)+tmp; 
  end 
end 
  
%chemical reaction 4  CO2+ +O2 --- O2+ +CO2  k4 
k4=6.4E-17*ones(length(z),1); 
if exist('indi_CO2')&exist('indn_O2') 
  tmp=reshape(k4(:).*spc(indn_O2).Nn(:),1,1,lz); 
  M(indi_CO2,indi_CO2,:)= M(indi_CO2,indi_CO2,:)-tmp; 
  if exist('indi_O2') 
    M(indi_O2,indi_CO2,:)=M(indi_O2,indi_CO2,:)+tmp; 
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  end 
end 
  
% chemical reaction 5 CO2+ +e --- O + CO k5 
k5=1.14E-10./te; 
if exist('indi_CO2') 
  R(indi_CO2,:)=R(indi_CO2,:)-k5(:)'; 
end 
% chemical reaction 6 CO2+ +H --- CHO+ + O; k6 
k6=5E-16*ones(length(z),1); 
if exist('indi_CO2') 
  tmp=reshape(k6(:).*spc(indn_H).Nn(:),1,1,lz); 
  M(indi_CO2,indi_CO2,:)=M(indi_CO2,indi_CO2,:)-tmp; 
end 
  
% chemical reaction 7 CO2+ + H ---CO2+  H+ k7 
k7=1E-16*ones(length(z),1); 
if exist('indi_CO2')&exist('indn_H') 
  tmp=reshape(k7(:).*spc(indn_H).Nn(:),1,1,lz); 
  M(indi_CO2,indi_CO2,:)=M(indi_CO2,indi_CO2,:)-tmp; 
  if exist('indi_H') 
    M(indi_H,indi_CO2,:)= M(indi_H,indi_CO2,:)+tmp; 
  end 
end 
  
% chemical reaction 8 N2+ + O ---O+ +N2  k8 
k8= 9.8E-18*ones(length(z),1);  
if exist('indi_N2')&exist('indn_O') 
  tmp=reshape(k8(:).*spc(indn_O).Nn(:),1,1,lz); 
  M(indi_N2,indi_N2,:)= M(indi_N2,indi_N2,:)-tmp; 
  if exist('indi_O') 
    M(indi_O,indi_N2,:)=M(indi_O,indi_N2,:)+tmp; 
  end 
end 
  
% chemical reaction 9 N2+ + CO2 ---CO2+ + N2  k9 
k9=8.0E-16*ones(length(z),1); 
if exist('indi_N2')&exist('indn_CO2') 
  tmp=reshape(k9(:).*spc(indn_CO2).Nn(:),1,1,lz); 
  M(indi_N2,indi_N2,:)= M(indi_N2,indi_N2,:)-tmp; 
  if exist ('indi_CO2') 
    M(indi_CO2,indi_N2,:)=M(indi_CO2,indi_N2,:)+tmp; 
  end 
end 
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% chemical reaction 10   O+ +CO2 ---O2+ +CO   k10 
k10=1E-15*ones(length(z),1); 
if exist('indi_O')&exist('indn_CO2') 
  tmp=reshape(k10(:).*spc(indn_CO2).Nn(:),1,1,lz); 
  M(indi_O,indi_O,:)=M(indi_O,indi_O,:)-tmp; 
  if exist ('indi_O2') 
    M(indi_O2,indi_O,:)=M(indi_O2,indi_O,:)+tmp; 
  end 
end 
  
% chemical reaction 11 O+ +N2 --- NO+ +N; k11 
k11=ak1(Tn); 
if exist('indi_O')&exist('indn_N2') 
  tmp=reshape(k11(:).*spc(indn_N2).Nn(:),1,1,lz); 
  M(indi_O,indi_O,:)=M(indi_O,indi_O,:)-tmp; 
  if exist ('indi_NO') 
    M(indi_NO,indi_O,:)=M(indi_NO,indi_O,:)+tmp; 
  end 
end 
  
% chemical reaction 12 O+ +H --- H+ +O   k12 
k12=2.5E-17*sqrt(Tn+t2./16); 
if exist('indi_O')&exist('indn_H') 
  tmp=reshape(k12(:).*spc(indn_H).Nn(:),1,1,lz); 
  M(indi_O,indi_O,:)= M(indi_O,indi_O,:)-tmp; 
  if exist('indi_H') 
    M(indi_H,indi_O,:)= M(indi_H,indi_O,:)+tmp; 
  end 
end 
  
% chemical reaction 13  O+ +O2 --- O2+ +O   k13 
k13=2E-17*sqrt(300./Tn); 
if exist('indi_O')&exist('indn_O2') 
  tmp=reshape(k13(:).*spc(indn_O2).Nn(:),1,1,lz); 
  M(indi_O,indi_O,:)=M(indi_O,indi_O,:)-tmp; 
  if exist('indi_O2') 
    M(indi_O2,indi_O,:)=M(indi_O2,indi_O,:)+tmp; 
  end 
end 
  
% chemical reaction 14 H+ + O --- O+ + H k14 
k14=2.2E-17*sqrt(t1+Tn./16); 
if exist('indi_H')&exist('indn_O') 
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  tmp=reshape(k14(:).*spc(indn_O).Nn(:),1,1,lz); 
  M(indi_H,indi_H,:)=M(indi_H,indi_H,:)-tmp; 
  if exist ('indi_O') 
    M(indi_O,indi_H,:)=M(indi_O,indi_H,:)+tmp; 
  end 
end 
  
% chemical reaction 16 N2+ +O ---NO+ +N  k16 
k16=1.72E-15./Tn.^.44; 
if exist('indi_N2')&exist('indn_O') 
  tmp=reshape(k16(:).*spc(indn_O).Nn(:),1,1,lz); 
  M(indi_N2,indi_N2,:)=M(indi_N2,indi_N2,:)-tmp; 
  if exist('indi_NO') 
    M(indi_NO,indi_N2,:)= M(indi_NO,indi_N2,:)+tmp; 
  end 
end 
  
% chemical reaction 17 NO+ +e --- O + N  k17 
k17=5.36E-11./te.^0.85; 
if exist('indi_NO') 
  R(indi_NO,:)=R(indi_NO,:)-k17(:)'; 
end 
  
% chemical reaction O2+ +N2 --- NO+ + NO  k18 
k18=5E-22*ones(length(z),1); 
if exist ('indi_O2')&exist('indn_N2') 
  tmp=reshape(k18(:).*spc(indn_N2).Nn(:),1,1,lz); 
  M(indi_O2,indi_O2,:)= M(indi_O2,indi_O2,:)-tmp; 
  if exist ('indi_NO') 
    M(indi_NO,indi_O2,:)= M(indi_NO,indi_O2,:)+tmp; 
  end 
end 
  
% chemical reaction 19  O+ + e --- O       k19 
k19=3.7E-18.*(250./te).^0.7; 
if exist('indi_O') 
  R(indi_O,:)=R(indi_O,:)-k19(:)'; 
end 
  
% chemical reaction 20 H+ + e --- H    k20 
k20=4.8E-18*(250./te).^0.7; 
if exist('indi_H') 
  R(indi_H,:)=R(indi_H,:)-k20(:)'; 
end 
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% chemical reaction 21 N2+ +e --- N+N  k21 
k21=1.66E-12./te.^0.39; 
if exist('indi_N2') 
  R(indi_N2,:)=R(indi_N2,:)-k21(:)'; 
end 
 
 
 
Cross section Model 
function [sigma_in,sigma_ab]=cross_section(lambda) 
  
  sig_i(1).name='O'; 
  sig_i(2).name='O2'; 
  sig_i(3).name='N2'; 
  sig_i(4).name='CO2'; 
   
  
sigma_in_n=[ 0.00,    0.27,   0.00,   0.00,  0.00;...                                   

0.00,    0.00,   0.00,   0.00,  0.00;...                                  
0.00,    1.00,   0.00,   0.00,  0.00;... 

             0.00,    0.27,   0.00,   0.00,  0.00;... 
             0.00,   12.22,   0.00,   0.00,  0.00;... 
             0.00,    2.50,   0.00,   0.00,  0.00;... 
             0.00,   12.22,   0.00,   0.00,  0.00;... 
             2.12,    9.34,   0.00,   0.00,  0.00;... 
             4.18,    4.69,   0.00,  19.66,  0.00;... 
             4.38,    6.12,   0.00,  10.67,  0.00;... 
             4.23,    9.39,  16.75,  21.53,  0.00;... 
             4.28,   11.05,  10.18,  17.07,  0.00;... 
             4.23,    9.39,  16.75,  21.53,  0.00;... 
             4.18,    9.69,  18.39,  20.00,  0.00;... 
             4.23,    9.39,  16.75,  21.53,  0.00;... 
             4.18,    8.59,  23.77,  50.39,  0.00;... 
             8.00,   23.81,  23.20,  17.02,  0.00;... 
            11.35,   23.00,  23.00,  17.71,  0.00;... 
            10.04,   22.05,  25.06,  21.72,  0.00;... 
            12.21,   25.94,  23.22,  21.14,  0.00;... 
            12.22,   25.80,  23.20,  21.27,  0.00;... 
            12.21,   25.94,  23.22,  21.14,  0.00;... 
            12.23,   26.10,  23.10,  20.16,  0.00;... 
            12.21,   25.94,  23.22,  21.14,  0.00;... 
            11.90,   25.04,  22.38,  34.00,  0.00;... 
            12.17,   22.00,  23.20,  34.21,  0.00;... 
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            11.90,   25.04,  22.38,  34.00,  0.00;... 
            12.13,   25.59,  24.69,  33.20,  0.00;... 
            11.90,   25.04,  22.38,  34.00,  0.00;... 
            11.91,   24.06,  24.53,  31.61,  0.00;... 
            11.64,   21.59,  21.85,  29.27,  0.00;... 
            11.25,   20.40,  20.80,  28.48,  0.00;... 
            11.64,   21.59,  21.85,  29.27,  0.00;...  
            11.21,   19.39,  21.07,  27.52,  0.00;... 
            10.70,   18.17,  17.51,  25.81,  0.00;... 
            10.84,   18.40,  18.00,  25.70,  0.00;... 
            10.70,   18.17,  17.51,  25.81,  0.00;... 
            10.03,   17.19,  14.60,  23.88,  0.00;... 
             9.15,   18.12,  17.36,  23.88,  0.00;... 
            10.03,   17.19,  14.60,  23.88,  0.00;... 
             9.72,   16.00,  11.60,  23.44,  0.00;... 
            10.03,   17.19,  14.60,  23.88,  0.00;... 
             8.78,   13.65,  10.08,  20.00,  0.00;... 
             9.26,   14.80,  10.60,  21.21,  0.00;... 
             8.78,   13.65,  10.08,  20.00,  0.00;... 
             8.43,   12.80,   9.65,  17.88,  0.00;... 
             8.78,   13.65,  10.08,  20.00,  0.00;... 
             7.55,   10.50,   8.15,  14.98,  0.00;... 
             5.96,    7.27,   5.40,  11.03,  0.00;... 
             3.53,    3.61,   2.32,  7.51,   0.00;... 
             1.06,    1.18,   0.60,  4.42,   0.00]; 
          
    for i=1:length(sig_i) 
       sigma_in(i).cross=sigma_in_n(:,i)*1e-22; 
       sigma_in(i).name=sig_i(i).name; 
    end 
  
    sigma_in(4).cross_o=[0.00, 0.00, 0.00, 0.00, ... 
                         0.00, 0.00, 0.00, 0.00, ... 
                         0.00, 0.00, 0.00, 0.00, ... 
                         0.00, 0.00, 0.00, 0.00, ... 
                         0.00, 0.00, 0.10, 0.39, ... 
                         0.49, 0.68, 0.83, 0.93, ... 
                         1.11, 1.25, 1.32, 1.42, ... 
                         1.43, 1.54, 1.90, 2.11, ... 
                         2.21, 2.58, 2.96, 3.13, ... 
                         3.19, 3.27, 3.31, 3.35, ... 
                         3.24, 3.16, 2.87, 2.56, ... 
                         2.40, 2.25, 2.27, 2.42, ... 
                         1.82, 1.05, 0.00];  
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sigma_in(4).cross_o= sigma_in(4).cross_o*1e-22;          
  
  sig_a(1).name='O'; 
  sig_a(2).name='O2'; 
  sig_a(3).name='N2'; 
  sig_a(4).name='CO2'; 
   
  
sigma_ab_n= [0.00     1.10,   0.00,   0.00,  0.00;... 
             0.00,    1.00,   0.00,   0.00,  0.00;... 
             0.00,    1.60,   0.00,   0.00,  0.00;... 
             0.00,    1.10,   0.00,   0.00,  0.00;... 
             0.00,   16.53,  36.16,  34.41,  0.00;... 
             0.00,    4.00,   0.70,  29.91,  0.00;... 
             0.00,   16.53,  36.16,  34.41,  0.00;... 
             2.12,   15.54,  16.99,  70.89,  0.00;... 
             4.18,    9.85,  46.63,  49.06,  0.00;... 
             4.38,   20.87,  15.05,  12.84,  0.00;... 
             4.23,   27.09,  30.71,  31.83,  0.00;... 
             4.28,   26.66,  19.26,  21.79,  0.00;... 
             4.23,   27.09,  30.71,  31.83,  0.00;... 
             4.18,   25.18,  26.88,  26.48,  0.00;... 
             4.23,   21.98,  35.46,  53.96,  0.00;... 
             4.18,   27.09,  30.71,  31.83,  0.00;... 
             8.00,   29.05,  30.94,  22.48,  0.00;... 
            11.35,   25.00,  26.30,  21.76,  0.00;... 
            10.04,   26.27,  29.75,  25.96,  0.00;... 
            12.21,   26.02,  23.22,  25.88,  0.00;... 
            12.22,   25.80,  23.20,  25.86,  0.00;... 
            12.21,   26.02,  23.22,  25.88,  0.00;... 
            12.23,   26.10,  23.10,  25.31,  0.00;... 
            12.21,   26.02,  23.22,  25.88,  0.00;... 
            11.90,   25.04,  22.38,  34.00,  0.00;... 
            12.17,   22.00,  23.20,  34.21,  0.00;... 
            11.90,   25.04,  22.38,  34.00,  0.00;... 
            12.13,   25.59,  24.69,  33.20,  0.00;... 
            11.90,   25.04,  22.38,  34.00,  0.00;... 
            11.91,   24.06,  24.53,  31.61,  0.00;... 
            11.64,   21.59,  21.85,  29.27,  0.00;... 
            11.25,   20.40,  20.80,  28.48,  0.00;... 
            11.64,   21.59,  21.85,  29.27,  0.00;... 
            11.21,   19.39,  21.07,  27.52,  0.00;... 
            10.70,   18.17,  17.51,  25.81,  0.00;... 
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            10.84,   18.40,  18.00,  25.70,  0.00;... 
            10.70,   18.17,  17.51,  25.81,  0.00;... 
            10.03,   17.19,  14.60,  23.88,  0.00;... 
             9.15,   18.12,  17.36,  23.88,  0.00;... 
            10.03,   17.19,  14.60,  23.88,  0.00;... 
             9.72,   16.00,  11.60,  23.44,  0.00;... 
            10.03,   17.19,  14.60,  23.88,  0.00;... 
             8.78,   13.65,  10.08,  20.00,  0.00;... 
             9.26,   14.80,  10.60,  21.21,  0.00;... 
             8.78,   13.65,  10.08,  20.00,  0.00;... 
             8.43,   12.80,   9.65,  17.88,  0.00;... 
             8.78,   13.65,  10.08,  20.00,  0.00;... 
             7.55,   10.50,   8.15,  14.98,  0.00;... 
             5.96,    7.27,   5.40,  11.03,  0.00;... 
             3.53,    3.61,   2.32,   7.51,  0.00;... 
             1.06,    1.18,   0.60,   4.42,  0.00]; 
          
    for i=1:length(sig_i) 
       sigma_ab(i).cross=sigma_ab_n(:,i)*1e-22; 
       sigma_ab(i).name=sig_a(i).name; 
    end 
 
 
Derivation Model 
function dy_dz=derivation(Y,z)       
z=z(:); 
[n,m]=size(Y); 
p=length(z); 
  
dy_dz=zeros(size(Y)); 
if (m==p) 
    dy_dz=dy_dz'; 
    Y=Y'; 
end 
  
for j=1:size(Y,2) 
  for i=2:size(Y,1)-1 
    dy_dz(i,j)=(Y(i+1,j)-Y(i-1,j))./(z(i+1)-z(i-1)); 
  end 
end 
dy_dz(1,:)=dy_dz(2,:); 
dy_dz(end,:)=dy_dz(end-1,:); 
if (m==p) 
  dy_dz=dy_dz'; 
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end 
 
Abel.m 
function z_abel=abel(f,coef) 
  
% use the Abel function to calculate the altitude (by delay) 
% v is getting from the f_plasma, which is the local plasma frequency at 
% the satellite altitude 
global z 
n=20; 
c=299792.5;              %km/s 
[xj,wj]=gauss_coef(n); 
z_abel=0*f; 
  
tauf=ionogram_at(f,coef);      %obtain tauf 
Ne=ionosphere(z,coef);          
  
ne=sat_p(z,Ne); 
  
v=f_plasma(ne);                % obtain v z_abel need f,tauf and v 
for i=1:length(f) 
    if (f(i)>=v) 
       alpha0=asin(v/f(i)); 
       alphaj=alpha0+(pi/2-alpha0)*((1+xj)/2); 
       fj=f(i)*sin(alphaj); 
       tauj=interp1([0 v f(:)'],[0 0 tauf(:)'],fj); 
%        plot(f,tauf,fj,tauj,'r*',f(i),tauf(i),'g^',v,0,'kp') 
%        pause(.5) 
       z_abel(i)=sum(wj(:).*tauj(:)*(pi/2-alpha0)/2); 
    end 
end 
  
z_abel=z_abel*c/1000; 
 
Ak1.m 
function k1=ak1(teff) 
    
 
    
x=teff/300; 
k1=-3.8482e-017+3.74e-18*x+2.8e-22*x.^2-1.88e-24*x.^3; 
i=find(teff<=5500); 
if ~isempty(i) 
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k1(i)=1.417e-18-3.223e-19*x(i)-2.362e-20*x(i).^2+1.247e-20*x(i).^3-3.03e-22*
x(i).^4; 
end 
  
 
 k1=1.248e-18-1.751e-19*x-5.101e-20*x.^2+1.345e-20*x.^3-2.922e-22*x.^4; 
 i=find(teff>6200); 
 if ~isempty(i) 
   k1(i)=-9.3414e-017 + 6.994e-18*x(i)- 2.315e-20*x(i).^2; 
 end 
  
k1= 1.71676e-18- 2.39978e-21*teff+ 1.48088e-24*teff.^2- 
3.43783e-28*teff.^3+ 7.89577e-32*teff.^4; 
i=find(teff>3725); 
if ~isempty(i) 
  k(i)=-1.52489e-17+ 2.55704e-21*teff+ 1.32293e-24*teff.^2- 
4.84659e-29*teff.^3+ 5.77477e-34*teff.^4; 
end 
 
Guess_coef.m 
function [xi,wi]=gauss_coef(n,z) 
  
u=(1:n-1)./sqrt((2*(1:n-1)).^2-1); 
[vc,xi]=eig(diag(u,-1)+diag(u,1)); 
[xi,k]=sort(diag(xi)); 
wi=2*vc(1,k)'.^2; 
 
grad_f.m 
function [Chi2,grad]=grad_f(f,x,y,coef,W,par_fit) 
  
  
dcoef0=.001; 
  
indfit=find(par_fit~=0); 
nfit=length(indfit); 
  
coef=coef(:); 
npt=length(x); 
  
x=x(:); 
y=y(:); 
  
eval(['Y=',f,'(x,coef);']); 
Y=Y(:); 
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Chi2=chi_val(y,Y,W); 
  
grad=zeros([npt nfit]); 
  
for i=1:nfit 
  coefi=coef; 
  if coefi(indfit(i))==0 
    dcoef=dcoef0; 
  else 
    dcoef=coefi(indfit(i))*dcoef0; 
  end 
%    dcoef=dcoef0; 
  coefi(indfit(i))=coefi(indfit(i))+dcoef; 
  eval(['Yi=',f,'(x,coefi);']); 
  Yi=Yi(:); 
  grad(:,i)=(Yi-Y)./dcoef; 
end 
 
Grille.m 
function [zi,wi,ni,zmin]=grille(z,chi) 
  
Rp=3350.; 
zlim=max(800,1.1*max(z)); 
zmin=60; 
  
  
ngauss=12; 
nmax=2*ngauss+1; 
  
%-- GAUSS --% 
xg=[-0.989400934991649932596,-0.944575023073232576078,... 
    -0.865631202387831743880,-0.755404408355003033895,... 
    -0.617876244402643748447,-0.458016777657227386342,... 
    -0.281603550779258913230,-0.095012509837637440185,... 
    0.095012509837637440185, 0.281603550779258913230,... 
    0.458016777657227386342, 0.617876244402643748447,... 
    0.755404408355003033895, 0.865631202387831743880,... 
    0.944575023073232576078, 0.989400934991649932596]; 
     
wg=[0.027152459411754094852, 0.062253523938647892863,... 
    0.095158511682492784810, 0.124628971255533872052,... 
    0.149595988816576732081, 0.169156519395002538189,... 
    0.182603415044923588867, 0.189450610455068496285,... 
    0.189450610455068496285, 0.182603415044923588867,... 
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    0.169156519395002538189, 0.149595988816576732081,... 
    0.124628971255533872052, 0.095158511682492784810,... 
    0.062253523938647892863, 0.027152459411754094852]; 
  
[xg,wg]=gauss_coef(ngauss);   
   
h=(Rp+z(:)).*1000; 
GSE=h*cosd(chi); 
hmin=h*sind(chi); 
GSE_lim=sqrt(((Rp+zlim).*1000)^2-hmin.^2); 
  
if (chi<=90) 
  zmin=z; 
else 
  zmin=hmin/1000-Rp; 
end 
GSE1= h*cosd(chi); 
; 
zi=zeros(2*ngauss,length(z)); 
wi=zi; 
ni=zeros(size(z)); 
for iz=1:length(z) 
  if (GSE(iz)<0.) 
    ni(iz)=-1; 
    dl=abs(GSE(iz)); 
    if (zmin(iz)>zmin) 
      ni(iz)=ngauss; 
      absc=(1.+xg).*dl/2.; 
      wi(1:ngauss,iz)=wg(:)'*1000.*dl/2.; 
      GSE1=GSE(iz)+absc(:); 
      zi(1:ngauss,iz)=sqrt(hmin(iz)^2+GSE1.^2)/1000-Rp; 
    end 
    GSE(iz)=0.; 
  end 
  
% calcul des abscisses abs des points de Gauss pour la partie eclairee 
   
  if (ni(iz)>=0) 
    dl=GSE_lim(iz)-GSE(iz); 
    absc=(1.+xg).*dl/2.; 
    wi(ni(iz)+(1:ngauss),iz)=wg(:)'*1000.*dl/2.; 
    GSE1=GSE(iz)+absc(:); 
    zi(ni(iz)+(1:ngauss),iz)=sqrt(hmin(iz)^2+GSE1.^2)/1000-Rp; 
    ni(iz)=ni(iz)+ngauss; 
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  end 
end 
ni=max(ni); 
zi=zi(1:ni,:); 
wi=wi(1:ni,:); 
 
 
Ionogram_at.m 
function TAU=ionogram_at(F,coef) 
  
  
%obtain the time delay from the concentration 
global alt_sat z  
global ind  
  
fmin=min(0.1*1000,min(F(:))); 
fmax=max(5.4*1000,max(F(:))); 
nbfreq=ceil((fmax-fmin)/30000); 
  
f=interp1([1 nbfreq],[fmin 
fmax],1:nbfreq);                                %  
[Ne,Ni]=ionosphere(z,coef);                         
[a,j]=max(Ne); 
fp=f_plasma(Ne(j)); 
ind=find(f>=fp); 
  
  
[tauf,dtif,zdtif,dtx,zdtx]=sig_delay_f(f,alt_sat,Ne,z*1000); 
tauf=tauf/1000; 
TAU=interp1(f,tauf,F); 
[t_peak,j]=max(tauf); 
  
LM_test1.m 
function   [coef,dcoef,N1,Tex1,U1,fl]=LM_test1 
  
global khi F107 Nmax Nmin Tmax Tmin mode_N mode_T alt_sat z Nmax_O 
Nmin_O Nmax_CO2 Nmin_CO2 mode_U Umin Umax N0 mode_log 
global dT0 
  
  
global graph_disp 
graph_disp=1; 
  
[z,Ne_ref,coef_ref]=initial; 
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khi=89; 
  
 par_fit=[1,1,1,0,0,1,1];                                                      
 load marsis_ini 
 mode_log=1; 
 
[coef,dcoef]=mrqmin('ionosphere',Z_v,log(Ne_v),[1,1,1,-1,-1,-1,prm_inv(mode
_U,1,0,100)],par_fit);   
N1=zeros(length(coef)-2,1); 
N1(1)=prm(mode_N,coef(2),Nmin_CO2,Nmax_CO2);                     
                     % use the prm function to limit the range of control 
parameter 
N1(2)=prm(mode_N,coef(3),Nmin_O,Nmax_O);                                              
N1([3 4])=prm(mode_N,coef([4,5]),Nmin,Nmax); 
Tex1=prm(mode_T,coef(1),Tmin,Tmax); 
U1=prm(mode_U,coef(6),Umin,Umax); 
fl=prm(mode_U,coef(end),0,100); 
  
[Ne,Ni]=ionosphere(Z_v,coef); 
  
semilogx(Ne_v,Z_v,'r*',Ni,Z_v,sum(Ni),Z_v,'g+') 
  
 
LM_test2.m 
function  [coef,dcoef,N1,Tex1,U1,fl,pr]=LM_test2(coef_in) 
  
global khi F107 Tmax Tmin alt_sat z Nmax_CO2 Nmin_CO2 Umin Umax 
mode_log 
  
  
global graph_disp 
 graph_disp=1; 
  
mode_log=0; 
  
khi=89; 
alt_sat=775000; 
  
  
F107=0; 
  
 
Nmax_CO2=1e19;  
Nmin_CO2=1e16; 
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Tmin=100; 
Tmax=400; 
  
Umin=-50; 
Umax=20; 
  
z=[80:120 130:10:max(alt_sat/1000,500)];                                % 
if z(end)<alt_sat/1000 
  z(end)=alt_sat/1000; 
end 
  
  
if nargin==0 
 par_fit=[1,1,1,0,0,1,1,1];                                                       
 load marsis_ini 
mode_log=1; 
 
[coef,dcoef]=mrqmin('ionosphere',Z_v,log(Ne_v),[1,0,0,-0.9,-.9,1,0,-1],par_fit);   
else 
 par_fit=[1,1,1,0,0,1,1,1];                                                          
coef=coef_in; 
end 
N1=zeros(length(coef)-4,1); 
N1(1)=prm(3,coef(2),Nmin_CO2,Nmax_CO2);                                         
N1(2)=prm(2,coef(3),0,0.01)*N1(1);                                               
N1([3 4])=prm(2,coef([4,5]),0,.01)*N1(1); 
Tex1=prm(2,coef(1),Tmin,Tmax); 
U1=prm(2,coef(6),Umin,Umax); 
fl=prm(2,coef(7),0.1,10); 
pr=prm(2,coef(8),0,100); 
  
load  marsis 
[t_peak,j]=max(tau); 
f_peak=freq(j); 
mode_log=0; 
  
 
F=freq(1:j); 
T=tau(1:j); 
par_fit=[1,1,1,0,0,1,1,0];                                                             
 [coef,dcoef]=mrqmin('ionogram_at',F,T,coef,par_fit); 
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F=freq(j+1:end); 
T=tau(j+1:end);                                                    
er=ones(size(freq)); 
  i=find(abs(diff(diff(tau)))>2*mean(abs(diff(diff(tau))))); 
  mode_log=0; 
  
  par_fit=[1,1,1,0,0,1,1,1];                                                      
  
  [coef,dcoef]=mrqmin('ionogram_at',freq,tau,coef,er,par_fit); 
  
N1=zeros(length(coef)-4,1); 
N1(1)=prm(3,coef(2),Nmin_CO2,Nmax_CO2);                                          
N1(2)=prm(2,coef(3),0,0.01)*N1(1);                                               
N1([3 4])=prm(2,coef([4,5]),0,.01)*N1(1); 
Tex1=prm(3,coef(1),Tmin,Tmax); 
U1=prm(2,coef(6),Umin,Umax); 
fl=prm(2,coef(7),0.1,10); 
pr=prm(2,coef(8),0,100); 
 
Mrqmin.m 
function [coef,dcoef]=mrqmin(f,x,y,coef0,er,par_fit) 
  
global graph_disp 
  
if nargin==4 
  er=ones(size(x)); 
  par_fit=ones(size(coef0)); 
elseif nargin==5 
  if length(er)==length(x) 
    par_fit=ones(size(coef0)); 
  elseif length(er)==length(coef0) 
    par_fit=er; 
    er=ones(size(x)); 
  else 
    disp('le nombre de coefficients entres n''est pas bon') 
    disp('j''ignore le dernier parametre') 
    er=ones(size(x)); 
    par_fit=ones(size(coef0)); 
  end 
end 
  
W=diag(er.^(-2)); 
x=x(:); 
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y=y(:); 
  
indfit=find(par_fit~=0); 
nfit=length(indfit); 
coef=coef0(:); 
lambda=.0001; 
Chi21=inf; 
C=ones([nfit nfit])*inf; 
  
eval(['Y=',f,'(x,coef);']); 
Y=Y(:); 
  
[Chi2,gradf]=grad_f(f,x,y,coef,W,par_fit); 
nboucle=0; 
nloop=0; 
nloopmax=40; 
nloop_cnv=5; 
while abs(Chi2-Chi21)>1e-5&nboucle<=nloopmax&nloop<nloop_cnv 
%while nboucle<=nloopmax&nloop<nloop_cnv 
  if Chi21>Chi2 
    lambda=10*lambda; 
    nloop=0; 
  else 
    lambda=lambda/10; 
    coef=coef1; 
    Y=Y1; 
    Chi2=Chi21; 
    gradf=gradf1; 
    nloop=0; 
  end 
  for i=1:nfit 
    alpha(i,i)=(1+lambda)*gradf(:,i)'*W*gradf(:,i); 
    for j=i+1:nfit 
      alpha(i,j)=gradf(:,i)'*W*gradf(:,j); 
      alpha(j,i)=alpha(i,j); 
    end 
  end 
  beta=((y-Y)'*W*gradf)'; 
  [U,S,V]=svd(alpha); 
  S_1=zeros(size(S)); 
  S=diag(S); 
  i=find(abs(S)>0); 
  for j=1:length(i) 
    S_1(i(j),i(j))=1./S(i(j)); 
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  end 
  %C=inv(alpha); 
  C=V*S_1*U'; 
  dcoef=zeros(size(coef)); 
  dcoef(indfit)=C*beta; 
  if ~isnan(dcoef) 
    coef1=coef+dcoef(:); 
    i=find(abs(coef1)>1); 
    if ~isempty(i) 
        coef1(i)=1./coef1(i); 
    end 
    eval(['Y1=',f,'(x,coef1);']); 
    Y1=Y1(:); 
    [Chi21,gradf1]=grad_f(f,x,y,coef1,W,par_fit); 
    if isnan(Chi21) 
        keyboard; 
    end 
  else 
    Chi21=inf; 
  end 
if graph_disp 
  plot(y,x) 
X=axis; 
  plot(Y1,x,y,x,'gx') 
% axis(X); 
  pause(.1) 
end 
nboucle=nboucle+1; 
disp('---------------------') 
disp([Chi2 Chi21]) 
disp(abs(Chi2-Chi21)); 
  disp(dcoef') 
disp(nboucle); 
disp('----------') 
end 
eval(['Y=',f,'(x,coef);']); 
if graph_disp 
  plot(y,x) 
  X=axis; 
  plot(Y,x,y,x,'gx') 
  axis(X); 
end 
 dcoef=sqrt(diag(C)); 
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prm.m 
function coef=prm(mode,x,val_min,val_max) 
  
switch (mode) 
    case 1 
        coef=val_min*x.^2; 
    case 2 
        coef=0.5*(val_max+val_min+(val_max-val_min)*2*x./(1+x.^2)); 
    case 3 
        coef=sqrt(val_max*val_min)*(val_max/val_min).^(x./(1+x.^2)); 
    otherwise 
         coef= val_min*x; 
end 
  
        
prm_inv.m 
function coef_inv=prm_inv(mode,x,val_min,val_max) 
  
for i=1:length(x) 
  
   switch (mode) 
       case 1 
            coef_inv=sqrt((x(i)./val_min)); 
           
       case 2  
           
           a=val_max+val_min; 
           b=(val_max-val_min); 
           c=(2*x(i)-a)/b; 
           if c==0 
              coef_inv(i)=0; 
           else 
             coef_inv(i)=(1-sqrt(1-c.^2))./c; 
           end 
  
        case 3  
            coef=sqrt(val_max*val_min)*(val_max/val_min).^(x./(1+x.^2)); 
       
           a=sqrt(val_max*val_min); 
           b=sqrt(val_max/val_min); 
           c=log(x(i)/a)/log(b); 
           if c==0 
              coef_inv(i)=0; 
           else 
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             coef_inv(i)=(1-sqrt(1-c.^2))./c; 
           end 
  
           
       otherwise 
           coef_inv(i)=x(i)./val_min; 
   end 
end 
    
Profile.m 
function [Nn,Tn]=profile(z,N0,Tex0,mn) 
  
  
R0=3.396*10^6;                                                      
        % m 
g0=3.7;                                                              
       % kg/s^2 
kb=1.38*10^(-23);                                                     
      % Boltzmann constant 
  
dT0=30; 
  
z0=100*10^3;                                                        
        % m 
T0=80;                                                              
 % the starting temperature is 100k 
s=dT0/(Tex0-T0)/1000+1./(R0+z0); 
  
if dT0==0 
  
T0=Tex0;                                                            
 % this two command are used to keep  a constant value 
end 
  
z=1000*z; 
  
eta=(R0+z0)*(z-z0)./(R0+z); 
  
Tn=Tex0+(T0-Tex0)*exp(-s.*(max(0,eta)));                                   
i=find(z<z0); 
Tn(i)=interp1([0 z0],[200 T0],z(i)); 
 
H0_1=mn*g0/(1+z0/R0)^2/kb/Tex0; 
Nn=N0(:)*((T0./Tn).^(1+H0_1/s)).*exp(-H0_1*eta); 
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H0_1=1.66*10^(-27)*44*g0/(1+z0/R0)^2/kb/Tex0; 
Nn(i)=N0(:).*exp(-H0_1*eta(i)); 
  
Sat_p.m   
function ne=sat_p(z,Ne) 
  
% obtain the local plasma concentration at the satellite altitude 
global alt_sat 
for i=1:length(z); 
    if z(i)==alt_sat/1000;                      ne=Ne(i); 
end 
end 
 
Scale_height.m 
function H=scale_height(N,z) 
  
                   
Y=log(max(N,1e-5)); 
H=derivation(Y,z*1000); 
 
Solar_flux.m 
function [lambda,flux_inf]=solar_flux(F107) 
  
% used for caculating the solar flux,which the further step is to obtain 
% the production 
  
flux_main=[11.62,3.63,3.63,17.42,7.52,1.43,8.95,42.2,44.3,19.3,1.62,0.72,2.7
,0.81,0.81,2.34,1.5,0.17,2.22,0.63,0.14,0.56,0.14,0.28,1.36,0.39,2.52,0.39,0.1
9,5.09,2.02,0.24,0.80,3.93,1.27,0.17,0.68,2.25,0.69,4.68,0.69,0.35,2.35,0.67,
4.04,0.67,0.67,9.24,18.4,1.14,3.83]; 
flux_flu=[0.00,31.8,43.8,0.00,0.00,59.6,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,7.55,0.00,2.4
3,2.00,0.00,0.00,3.92,0.00,0.00,15.0,0.00,4.5,0.00,0.00,15.8,0.00,7.99,0.00,0.
00,0.00,1.80,0.00,0.00,0.00,7.39,0.00,0.00,0.34,0.00,60.0,0.00,0.00,1.0,0.00,
2.71,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00,0.00]; 
flux_inf=1e13*(flux_main+flux_flu); 
lambda=zeros(size(flux_inf)); 
  
Step_alt.m 
function N1=step_alt(iz,z,u,P,M,R,N);   
  
n_sp=size(M,1); 
lz=length(z); 
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Q1=zeros(n_sp,1); 
Q2=zeros(n_sp,n_sp); 
N1=N; 
  
if (u(end)>0) 
  Nmean=sqrt(N(:,1).*N(:,2)); 
  for i=2:lz 
    dz=(z(i)-z(i-1))/2*1000; 
    Ne=sum(N(:,i)); 
  
    M1=reshape(M(:,:,i),n_sp,n_sp); 
    for j=1:n_sp 
      M1(j,j)=M1(j,j)+R(j,i).*Ne; 
    end 
    A=expm(dz/u(i)*M1); 
    C=inv(M1)*P(:,i); 
    B=A*C-C; 
    N1(:,i)=A*Nmean+B; 
    Nmean=A*N1(:,i)+B;   
  end 
else 
  Nmean=1e-5*ones(n_sp,1); 
  for i=lz:-1:2 
    dz=(z(i-1)-z(i))/2*1000; 
    Ne=sum(N(:,i)); 
  
    M1=reshape(M(:,:,i),n_sp,n_sp); 
    for j=1:n_sp 
      M1(j,j)=M1(j,j)+R(j,i).*Ne; 
    end 
    A=expm(dz/u(i)*M1); 
    C=inv(M1)*P(:,i); 
    B=A*C-C; 
%     if i<=7 
%         disp(i) 
%     end 
    N1(:,i)=A*Nmean+B; 
    Nmean=A*N1(:,i)+B;   
  end 
end 
N1=max(N1,1e-10); 
 
Step_cal.m 
function detaN=step_cal(dt,P,M,R,N);   
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% function [detaN,L_N]=step_cal(L,M,R,Pr,N,ion) 
  
% used for calculate the deta N which is the difference between the initial 
% guess of N0 to the final answer. one step of the matrix building 
% calculation 
  
n_sp=size(M,1); 
lz=size(M,3); 
  
  
  detaN=zeros(n_sp,lz); 
  Q1=zeros(n_sp,1); 
  Q2=zeros(n_sp,n_sp); 
for i=1:lz 
    Q2=0*Q2; 
    Ne=sum(N(:,i)); 
    Q1=R(:,i).*N(:,i); 
    for j=1:n_sp 
      Q2(j,:)=Q1(j); 
      Q2(j,j)=Q2(j,j)+R(j,i).*Ne; 
    end 
    M1=reshape(M(:,:,i),n_sp,n_sp); 
    L_N=M1*N(:,i)+Q1*Ne; 
%      if i==51 
%          keyboard 
%      end 
    M1=M1+Q2; 
    M_inv=-inv(M1); 
    M_inv=(eye(n_sp)-expm(dt*M1))*M_inv; 
    detaN(:,i)=M_inv*(P(:,i)+L_N(:)); 
     
end 
  
  
  
  
z_abel.m 
function z_abel=abel(f,coef) 
  
% use the Abel function to calculate the altitude (by delay) 
% v is getting from the f_plasma, which is the local plasma frequency at 
% the satellite altitude 
global z 
n=20; 
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c=299792.5;              %km/s 
[xj,wj]=gauss_coef(n); 
z_abel=0*f; 
  
tauf=ionogram_at(f,coef);      %obtain tauf 
Ne=ionosphere(z,coef);          
  
ne=sat_p(z,Ne); 
  
v=f_plasma(ne);                % obtain v z_abel need f,tauf and v 
for i=1:length(f) 
    if (f(i)>=v) 
       alpha0=asin(v/f(i)); 
       alphaj=alpha0+(pi/2-alpha0)*((1+xj)/2); 
       fj=f(i)*sin(alphaj); 
       tauj=interp1([0 v f(:)'],[0 0 tauf(:)'],fj); 
       z_abel(i)=sum(wj(:).*tauj(:)*(pi/2-alpha0)/2); 
    end 
end 
  
z_abel=z_abel*c/1000; 
  
ak1.m      
function k1=ak1(teff) 
    
       
x=teff/300; 
k1=-3.8482e-017+3.74e-18*x+2.8e-22*x.^2-1.88e-24*x.^3; 
i=find(teff<=5500); 
if ~isempty(i) 
  
k1(i)=1.417e-18-3.223e-19*x(i)-2.362e-20*x(i).^2+1.247e-20*x(i).^3-3.03e-22*
x(i).^4; 
end 
  
% k1=1e-18*(0.0176*x.^4-0.2059*x.^3+0.9519*x.^2-2.0812*x+2.4953); 
  
 k1=1.248e-18-1.751e-19*x-5.101e-20*x.^2+1.345e-20*x.^3-2.922e-22*x.^4; 
 i=find(teff>6200); 
 if ~isempty(i) 
   k1(i)=-9.3414e-017 + 6.994e-18*x(i)- 2.315e-20*x(i).^2; 
 end 
  
k1= 1.71676e-18- 2.39978e-21*teff+ 1.48088e-24*teff.^2- 
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3.43783e-28*teff.^3+ 7.89577e-32*teff.^4; 
i=find(teff>3725); 
if ~isempty(i) 
  k(i)=-1.52489e-17+ 2.55704e-21*teff+ 1.32293e-24*teff.^2- 
4.84659e-29*teff.^3+ 5.77477e-34*teff.^4; 
end 
 
Chi_val.m 
function J=chi_val(y,Y,W) 
  
global ind 
  
  
 
J=(Y-y)'*W*(Y-y); 
 


